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These 12 years in this suburb of Chennai - Vallanchery, has indeed been

momentous for me as a person and for the Vidya Mandir family as well.

We set out to start a "small” township school and now find ourselves a

leading name, not only in this part of the world, but also elsewhere in

India and abroad and anything but small!

 

I am not going to rattle on about our achievements. Our website does that

for me. But I am definitely going to write about the changes this school

has brought in the people who are associated with it – the students, their

parents, the staff and their families. Our very approach to life has changed

for the better in many ways. VME has taught confidence, resilience,

patience, self-worth; she has taught us to face the future with

preparedness and boldness; she has enabled all of us, her students and

staff to change with the changing times and face situations with enterprise

and stability. The month of April 2020 is proof of this! 

2019-2020

From the Desk of the

Founder Principal

 From the Desk of the
Founder Principal

Well, the time has come for me to

bid ‘adieu’ to my VME family! 12

years have flown by so fast, that I

am still whirling from the pace of

it all! Maybe it’s time I sat down

to take a calming breath, before I

take flight again!

 

What started as a challenge in

2008, became a passion and then a

way of life!!
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Without a single faltering step, the entire school has stepped up to the

challenges of online teaching and learning. I suppose I am entitled to be proud

of these 1500 odd VME-ites along with their families for the utter trust and

cooperation given to this enterprise, without questions!!

 

Having established such a school with the blessings and support of our

management, it is with gratefulness that I hand over the reins to the upcoming

Team, who are as devoted as I am to this alma mater. My prayers are with

Vidya Ganapathy for his continued handholding. 

 

I most sincerely thank each and every person who has helped in the

establishment of VME (including my uncomplaining family) and bid adieu! 

 

God Bless!!

 

Maheshwari Natarajan

 

April 30, 2020

2019-2020

From the Desk of the

Founder Principal

By: Tejas Manoj Thariyan, 12 B
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A Word from the Editor

A Word from the Editor

Welcome to the eleventh issue of Vidya

Pratidhwani!

 

Weaving together momentous memories and

recounting memorable moments, Vidya

Pratidhwani offers you insight into not just the

activities of VME, but its ideals and values too. If

you are one of those who love to relive moments

in your life by flipping pages, then we have a

great issue for you!

 

Having spent the past eleven years in this Foster, I

could not have been more blessed to have

received this opportunity to be the Editor of this

document. To produce this work in the midst of

the lockdown, to be able to give something for

readers, I am ever so privileged and grateful.

The editorial team and the teachers stood by my side at all times, being most supportive

throughout the journey of making this magazine, and to them, I am as indebted as I am

to Vidya Mandir Estancia for all it has given me. I hope you enjoy this edition that is the

manifestation of creativity of all the young minds of the school put together; I

thoroughly enjoyed the trip through the minds of these poets and writers too!

 

Happy reading!!

 

The Editor,

Abirami G. T., 11 A
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If the world is a garden, children are its most

beautiful flowers!

 

Games are the best way to acquaint the Tiny

Tots of Kindergarten, to the path of learning. In

an attempt to familiarise them with colours,

Colour Day was celebrated on Friday every

week, from June to August.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPORTS DAY:

Sports Day was celebrated on 8 August 2019.

The children exhibited their talent by

performing the colourful ‘Pom-Pom Drill’. 

Various other sporting events were conducted

to boost up their  motor skills.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DAY:

Fruit and Vegetable Day was celebrated on

14 August 2019 with the objective to make

the students aware about the health benefits

of including fruits and vegetables in their

diet. The ‘Tricolour dove’, the symbol of

peace and patriotism was displayed using

the vegetables was the highlight of the day,

with kids wanting to have a closer look at

it.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2019-2020

The world of tiny tots

The World of Tiny Tots
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TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATION:

On the occasion of the Teachers’ Day, a

puppet show on the theme    “Ant and the

Dove” was exhibited. The tiny tots loved the

show and applauded the teachers for their

efforts.

 

GOLU CELEBRATION:

Retaining   Indian ethics, customs and

traditions while teaching and evolving is the

fundamental vision of our school. One of the

celebrations at school that upholds this thought

is   Golu. The kids donned their traditional

attire on 27 September 2019   and witnessed

the divine display of the idols. They also learnt

about  ‘Farm animals and their homes’.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Think clean and go green’ is the precept of

our school. It was evident through the ‘Seed a

plant’ activity held on 25 October 2019.

Coconut shells were reused as pots and the

saplings were given away to the kids.

2019-2020

The world of tiny tots

VIDYA KRIYA- the School’s Annual

Project Day was held on 14th of

November. The theme was Indian Art

Forms and students exhibited their fine

motor skills in all their glory. Everyone

participated in the activities with

excitements abound.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fancy dress on the theme ‘Fruits and

Vegetables’ was organized on the 17

December 2019. It was nothing less than a

feast to one’s eyes. The parents’ efforts

was well-appreciated for designing the

costumes for their young ones.
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Santa Claus knocked on the school door on 20 December 2019 and gifted the kids with

beautiful objects.

 

Jungle Safari was celebrated on 24 December 2019. The kids were excited and awed by the

cut-out animals and birds that were set in the school garden, learning about the many species

that we co-exist with.

 

KG DAY:

Colour has the power to directly influence the soul. This year, the KG Day was celebrated on

14 February 2020, with the ‘World Of Colour’ being showcased in an exemplary manner.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, events like Gita Chanting, Thiruppavai recitation and inter-school events added

their own charm in developing their skills.

2019-2020

The world of tiny tots
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PRIMARY SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

 

KANCHI CLUSTERS:

Vidya Mandir recognises the integral role that

sports play in the enhancement of a child’s

confidence and social skills, and has been

constantly encouraging the students to give

their best in this arena as well. This year, VME

introduced the Kanchi Cluster Kiddies Sports

Meet and took pride in hosting the same. The

event was held on 28 June 2019. Many schools

in and around the town of Guduvancherry

participated in the event with boundless

eagerness and enthusiasm. Winning the

Overall Championship served as a cherry on

the cake.

 

SPORTS DAY:

The Sports Day was held on  8  August 2019.

The colourful drill performed by the students

was indeed a sight to behold . Our overall

champions R. K. Pranav and M. Dharshini of

class 5Awere felicitated on this occasion. All

the students took part in the event, showcasing

indomitable willpower, sportsmanship and

avidity.

INDEPENDENCE DAY:

To celebrate the day India gained her freedom

from the clutches of British colonialism, students

from classes 1 to 5 staged radiant dance and song

performances. They dressed up as some of the

national leaders, as a mark of tribute for their

selfless sacrifice for our nation.

 

GANDHI JAYANTI:

Gandhi Jayanti was commemorated with

speeches being delivered in the assembly,

spotlighting Gandhi ji’s ideals of non-violence

and commitment. Essays were also written to

that effect.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROJECT DAY:

Vidya Kriya – the school’s Project Day saw the

participation of every student in terms of

creativity and efforts to display different Art

Forms of India.

2019-2020

The Beginners' World 

The Beginners' World@VME
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Students also took part in various inter-school

competitions and brought laurels to the

school. Sindhi Mathini. I of 5 A and

Sanskarshan Jagannath of 4 A bagged the 1st

prize and Mruthula Ranganathan of 4-A

bagged the 2nd prize in the Thiruppavai

chanting competition conducted by Chinmaya

Thiruppavai Chanting, Chennai. The cultural

events conducted by JRK, Sri Ma

Vidhyalaya, Sri Gokulam Public School and

Sri Krish International School were also not

left unexplored, and numerous medals were

won.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The students also partook and won in the

Spell Bee competition which put their

vocabulary skills to test. The Students

Development Society, Aurangabad conducted

various competitions like drawing,

handwriting and essay writing and Abinaya S.

of 1 A won gold medal in the colouring

contest.

OUR ACHIEVERS:

The Annual Recitation Competition was

held for the academic year 2019-20 on

30 October for classes 2 to 5 in English,

Tamil and Hindi. The winners were

awarded on 14 November by the PTA

members.

2019-2020

The Beginners' World
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On10 Jan 2020, Primary students of Vidya Mandir Estancia celebrated the Pongal festival.

Kids came dressed in ethnic wear to make the day colourful .

 

 

 

 

 

A

 

 

 

 

 

ANNUAL DAY:

The Primary Annual Day was celebrated as a grand event on 7 February 2020. The students

were hailed for their vibrant performances and the teachers too, were lauded for their hard

work in training them.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The academic year came to an end with the long tests for classes 4 and 5 which commenced

on 5 March 2020 and ended on 13 March 2020.

2019-2020

The Beginners' World
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 "I looked at my competitors and I thought that, if they could do it, I could do it. And
if they are popular and doing well, I could compete with 
them." -Tommy Hilfiger
 

The Fourth Prize Day of Vidya Mandir Estancia was 

celebrated with grandeur and radiance on 8 June 

2019. Encouragement can work wonders on any soul 

that has a dream to pursue. It is with this motive, the 

Prize Day felicitated the toppers of AISSCE and 

AISSE  Examinations.

 

The Chief Guest, Mr. Rajendren Dandapani, Director of Engineering,Zoho Corporation and the 

BEST OUTGOING

STUDENT

NITHINRAJ S

Category Student's Name Sponsored By

A rolling shield instituted by the

Correspondent, in memory of her father Sri

P. R. S. Tampi, a cash award of Rs.3000/-

sponsored by Mr. Ravi the President of VME

School Management Committee and a cup

from Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

SCHOOL TOPPER M. DARSHAN KUMAR
A rolling cup instituted by the Correspondent

in memory of her mother Mrs.Sarada Tampi

and a cash award of Rs.2500/- sponsored by

Mr.Jaianand, Member of the VME School

management committee and a cup from

Vidya Mandir Estancia.

PRIZE DAY

Prize Day 2019-2020

2019-2020

School Correspondent, Ms. Bhavani Raghunandan

graced the occasion.

 

The Chief Guest inspired the students to take life

itself as a challenge and be the best of what they

could be, citing examples of well-known

personalities, who dared to break barriers.

The following is the list of award winners:
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PRIZE DAY

ENGLISH

 

MATHS

 

PHYSICS

 

 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIOLOGY

 

 

 

COMPUTER SCIENCE

 

BUSINESS STUDIES

 

 

 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SUDHARSHANA .K

 

BALAKUMARAN S

 

BALAKUMARAN S

BHAVANI SRI S 

SUDHARSHANA K

RAJAGOPALAN V

DIKSHITA P

 

RAJAGOPALAN V 

RITHIKA PRAKASH

KALAIPRIYAN R

BALAKUMARAN S

NITHINRAJ S 

ADITHYAV

DIKSHITA P

 

SUDHARSHANA K

RITHIKA PRAKASH

DIKSHITA P

 

ADITHYA V

 

KIRTHIKA K  

REETHIKA T 

DARSHAN KUMAR M

 

DARSHAN KUMAR M

Cash prize of Rs.500/- each

sponsored by Mr. P Suresh of

Arun Excello and a cup from

Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

Subject toppers:
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PRIZE DAY

ENGLISH
A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs. Sireesha,

Teacher, VME, in honour of her

father Mr. K. Madhusudhan Rao

and a cup from Vidya Mandir @

Estancia.

SCHOOL

TOPPER

 

 

 

 

AKSHAYA SV A Rolling Shield instituted by

Mrs. Ramya Kumar, Teacher,

VME, in honour of her mother

Mrs. Kalavathy and a cash prize

of Rs.2000/ sponsored by Mr.

Srikanth, Secretary, VM MLC in

honour of his parents Mr.

Venkataraman and Mrs. Chitra

Venkataraman and a cup from

Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

Subject Toppers Class 10:

YASHWIN TEJAS K.

MATHS SRI SWAMINADHAN.V A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs. G. D. Kavitha,

Teacher, VME, in honour of her

Maths teacher MR. K. Thirisangu

and a cup from Vidya Mandir @

Estancia.

SCIENCE KEERTHANA.G

YASHWIN TEJAS K

A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs.Jayapradha

Thiyagarajan, Teacher, VME, in

honour of her father Mr.

Thiyagarajan and a cup from

Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

SOCIAL SCIENCE AKSHAYA S.V

A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs.A.

Jayalakshmy, Teacher, VME, in

honour of her teacher Mr.

Ramachandran and a cup from

Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

11
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PRIZE DAY

ANUSHKA SINHA

A cash prize of Rs. 500/- was

sponsored by Mrs. Saraswathi

Sethuraman, Teacher, VME,

in honour of her teacher Mrs.

Nalini and a cup from Vidya

Mandir @ Estancia

HINDI

TAMIL ABIRAMI G. T

A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs.Chellammal,

Manager, VME, in honour of

her father Shri K N

ThiagarajaSarma and a cup from

Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

SANSKRIT AKSHAYA S.V A cash prize of Rs.500/- was

sponsored by Mrs.Chellammal,

Manager, VME, in honour of

her husband Mr.

Balasubramanian and a cup

from Vidya Mandir @ Estancia.

CONSISTENT

PERFORMANCE  IN

SANSKRIT IN

CLASSES 9 & 10

AKSHAYA S.V
A rolling cup and cash prize of

Rs.1500 instituted by the

Principal in memory of her

mother Mrs. V. Sarada and a

cup from Vidya Mandir @

Estancia.

12
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PRIZE DAY

“Without your involvement, you can’t succeed. With your involvement, you can’t

fail.”

 

On this day, 3 students were awarded for their involvement in reading the

Ramayana, the long-reading text assigned for Class 8 every year – an initiative to

instill in students an in-depth understanding of Indian culture and build a firm value

system. Students are tested at the end of the year. This year, Kaamya D. of 8 A, 

Gayatri Aachar of 8 B and Shreenithi S. of 8 C aced the exam.

 

Speaking on the occasion, the School Correspondent Ms. Bhavani Raghunandan

emphasised on the importance of school education and its power to revolutionize the

future.

13
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Music in the air, ramp walkers dressed with flair and all you 

see is joy everywhere. Huh?  What is this grand affair?, you 

may ask. It’s nothing but Sanskriti-- the school’s cultural 

funfair.

 

Sanskriti is VME’s inter-class cultural competition where the 

students of VME showcase their talents in various onstage and 

offstage events. This is a day when all the classes compete against 

each other for the overall Championship. Friends come together to

 compete in various group events such as Ad-zap, Dance, Channel 

surfing and various other events while others exhibit their 

creativity through various offstage events such as creative writing, Rangoli, fireless cooking,

hair dressing and so much more.

 

Sanskriti gives students an opportunity to exhibit their talents and also to discover and nurture

their latent potential. Class 12 emerged as the overall champions of Sanskriti 2019-20.

2019-2020

SANSKRITI

 
SANSKRITI 2019-2020
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It was like going back in time: the music, the

frills and fancies… The onlookers felt

teleported to the 1980s. The participants from

various schools arrived in vintage clothes in

accordance to the theme of Vidhyuva 2019-20:

'Go Retro'. The teachers sported the vintage

style attires gracefully and elegantly.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vidhyuva is an inter-school cultural fest

hosted by Vidya Mandir@ Estancia. The day

began auspiciously with the melodious school

prayer recited by the school orchestra. A

dazzling, energy-filled host dance performance

enraptured the students and participants alike. 

Then began the competitions! Various

schools participated with vigor to gain

laurels in various events such as adzap,

channel surfing, JAM, dance, block and

tackle, jewelry-making, foosketball, Ramp-

walk and so much more!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graced by distinguished guests, Vidhyuva

turned out to be a memorable and

successful event. San Academy bagged the

overall championship of Vidhyuva 2019-20

with stellar performances from all the

participants. It was a day of fun and frolic.

2019-2020

Vidhyuva

 
VIDHYUVA 2019-2020
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Sports ideally teach discipline and

commitment. They challenge an individual

and build one’s character for life. With this in

mind, VME considers sports to be a vital part

of education and therefore encourages students

to participate in a variety of sporting activities

throughout the year. This helps them develop a

healthy competitive edge.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 11th Annual sports meet was held on 25

July 2019. B. Srinivas, our former sports

captain, was our special guest. The day began

with the school prayer and the sports day was

declared open for the year 2019-20 by the

Founder Principal Ms. Maheshwari Natarajan.

 The School Pupil Leader Tejas Manoj

Thariyan marked the beginning of the march

past and the  houses of the school, Kailash,

Kanchenjunga, Nilkant and Nangaparbhat

followed their leaders and displayed their

marching skills on the ground. Kailash

house bagged the Rolling Shield for March

Past this year.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was followed by an energetic drill

performance by the students of Middle

School.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After cheering for their respective houses in

the relays, the Prize Distribution Ceremony

was eagerly awaited.

2019-2020

HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS DAY

 
HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS DAY 2019-2020
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In the Junior Category, S. Ajith Varma of class 8 B and Kavinaya Sivakumar of class 8 A

were declared winners. Smirthi T.N.  of class 9 C and S. Raghuram of class 9 A emerged as

the overall champions in the Senior Category, whereas Sam Daniel and Keerthana G. Of

class 11 A clinched the championship in the Super Senior Category.

2019-2020

HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS DAY

The overall championship

was won by Nangaparbhat

house for having secured

269 points. Kailash house

secured the second place,

followed by Nilkant and

Kanchenjunga.

 

The KG & Primary Annual

Sports Meet was conducted

on 8 August 2019. Pranav

RK 5 A and Dharshni M 5

A won the Individual Championship in the Sub Junior Category. Kanchenjunga won the

Third consecutive overall Championship with 30 points.

18
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The 10th High School Annual Day was

celebrated in style on 31 August 2019. The

school orchestra started off the celebration with

fervor and pitch. Light classical songs were sung

to the swaying tunes of violin, mridangam,

keyboards and guitars.

 

Western music was given a whirl by singing a

Carnatic song in the Western style. One among

the most striking aspects of the performance was

the patriotic song in Sankrit, which was

improvised by Mr. Raman, the Sanskrit Teacher.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evening also took the audience back by

centuries to the time period of Apputhi Adigal in

the Tamil play, where Appar Tirunavukkarasar, a

Tamil poet-saint’s story of him saving the life of

Apputhi Adigal’s son when he is bitten by a

snake was portrayed.

 

Imagination met greater imagination and

fanciful childhood joys were relived, when

the students of middle school ushered the

audience into the delightful world of mixed-

up fairytales.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The likes of Cinderella, Snow White,

Rapunzel, Goldilocks, witches, faries, dwarfs

and many more celebrated the joy of

goodness with royal etiquette at their party.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Founder Principal Ms Maheshwari

Natarajan presented the the School Annual

Report.

2019-2020

HIGH SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY

 
HIGH SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY 2019-2020
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Horror was dealt a blow of comic relief when

the High School English Play delved into the

supernatural, as the Canterville Ghost appeared

to the audience, gripping them in horror,

fascination and empathy, while making them

pity his state on encountering the modern

scientifically driven Otis family.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evident change in the Ghost’s 

attitude wrought by Virginia, the little 

girl of the Otis family, endeared him 

to the young and old alike.

 

The Dance Drama portrayed the life history

of  Goddess Andal, the devotee of Lord

Vishnu through a mesmerising classical

dance.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The celebration came to an end with the

folk dances of different states in India that

celebrated  the uniqueness of India’s unity 

and diverisiy, with costumes that appealed

to the eye and music that made their feet

tap.

 

2019-2020

HIGH SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY
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The students of classes LKG to 5 made

colourful charts to explain topics like Indian

musical instruments, paintings and paper

crafts. Charts by classes 6 to 8 displaying the

intricate designs in jewellery making, only

made obvious the children’s artistry and

keen sense of expression. Their exquisite

delineation of charts on mask-making,

Indian carving and Indian crafts and music,

and models of musical instruments were

appreciable.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class 9 explored the history and genres of

Indian traditional and folk paintings like

miniature, Mural, Madhubani, Kalamkari

and Warli. Class 11 had set up a model of a 

VIDYA KRIYA- the Annual Project Day

was held at Vidya Mandir @ Estancia with

great zeal on the 14 November 2019 in the

school premises.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The topic for 2019-20 was chosen to be

Indian Artforms. India has always been

known as the land that portrayed cultural

and traditional vibrancy through its

conventional arts and crafts. This Project

Day was to bring out these varied

traditional and cultural identities--India’s

own style and pattern of Art--and make

people appreciate its authenticity and

sensibility.

2019-2020

VIDYA KRIYA

PROJECT DAY
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theatre depicting the Hindu mythology Ramayana. The model of  hologram and charts

on different types of theatre like black box, epic and folk  were intriguing.

 

The students of Class 11 also auctioned the paintings done by them as a part of

interdisciplinary skills of entrepreneurship. The scintillating live shows of martial arts,

dances, classical music, puppet show and street play of students were the highlights of

the Project Day.

2019-2020

VIDYA KRIYA
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After a year full of myriad of events,

Vidhyutsav is yet another mega event which is

much-awaited by the young and the adult alike

at the end of the academic year. Every year,

the PTA of Vidya Mandir at Estancia put their

unparalleled event-management skills to work

by orchestrating Vidhyutsav and this year was

no different.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On February 15, the day dawned with palpable

excitement for the partakers, for the event was

a perfect rendezvous zone for old and new

friends. The event began with the traditional

lighting of the lamp by the Principal, the Vice-

principals and the PTA and a day of

immeasurable fun to look forward to.

Pulsating music; games and activities designed

to test a multitude of skills—aim, agility,

multitasking, nonchalance, artistic skills to

name a few; tantalising food stall which set

one’s taste buds tingling were among the many

high spots that pulled the partakers.

This carnival was all the more special as it

came along with the theme ‘Go green’, a

much needed adoption. Among the

attractions were the baffling magic show

and enlightening story-telling sessions for

children.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The revelry reached a crescendo towards

the end which marked the Grand Raffle, the

magnet of the whole event, where the

winners were awarded exciting prizes

which included cycles, sports equipments

and much more.

2019-2020

VIDHYUTSAV

VIDHYUTSAV 2019-2020
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"Leaders become great not because of their

power but, because of their ability to empower

others." -John Maxwell

 

Leadership isn't just about paving the path for the

followers to tread on but about traversing the

journey along with them. It is with this motive

and to inspire a sense of confidence in the

students, the Student Council is elected every

year at VME.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The candidates were announced and the

presentation of their manifestos with promises

and innovative ideas took place days prior to the

election day.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was followed by a stalwart march behind

their favourite contestant during the election

campaign. On the election day, the high school

students cast their votes for their favourite 

contestant through a ballot system.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Avaanthikha Narayan clinched the victory

with the highest number of votes and was

conferred with the post of the School

Pupil Leader. The post of the Sports

Captain was conferred to G. Keerthana.

Prasanna Venkatesh Pillai was named the

Cultural Secretary and Abirami G T, the

Editor of Vidya Pratidhwani. The house

captains of the four sports teams Kailash,

Kanchenjunga, Nilkant and Nangaparbhat

were Ruban Kumar B, Hemanth S V,

Akshaya S V and Akshaya C D

respectively.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Investiture ceremony began with the

ceremonial march past by the Student

Council followed by the passing over

ceremony where the Old Council 
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members handed over the sashes, badges and the offices to the new Council.

 

The ceremony ended with a speech by the Principal on the ethos and value system of the school.

The old Council members were awarded with momentos for their service and beyond all, for

being an inspiration. The new Student Council was eager to begin their work and make the most

of their term.
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There are always three speeches for every one you 

actually give. The one you prepared, the revised 

one and the one you actually gave. 25 students 

from classes 9 to 12 learnt the techniques of 

persuasive speaking in a 10-day workshop 

conducted by Mister Sanjeev S. Vinodh, an 

alumnus of the school. The 10 days were filled with fun activities and a lot of games

that enhanced their speaking. Now the speakers give speeches with confidence and

write them with a lot of creativity. Public speaking is now a child’s play to the

students. Speaking is, after all, a diplomatic weapon.

 

Each day started with a warm-up and each warm-up had a connection to speaking,

body language, confidence or anything related to public speaking. The students had

immense fun in doing these warm-ups and were able to relate each of the activities

to speeches. One thing that students imbibed in their hearts is that one should speak

from there. The students learnt how to make use of Ethos, Pathos and Logos to suit

their speeches. They learnt when to use humour, when to use repetition and when

not to.

At the end of the 10 days, they were able to deliver 

speeches that were no less than that of professional 

speakers. Each speech was unique and had the 

speaker’s personal touch. And to each speaker, that

speech holds a very special place in their hearts and 

they would definitely remember it as the first speech that they gave and enjoyed

doing so.

2019-2020
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The school has made a marked presence in MUNs over the years – thanks to

enthusiastic students who keep themselves abreast with current-affairs and honed

their skills in public-speaking, drafting and diplomacy. This year,  14 students from

classes 8 to 12 participated in WIMUN India 2019 conducted from 29 April to May

2 in Agra at Jaypee Palace. It is a matter of great pride that Tejas Manoj Thariyan,

our School Pupil Leader was elected as the President of the General Assembly this

year. Sreepriya R. received the 

Diplomacy Award in General 

Assembly 2 (a). Many of  our 

students also had the honour of  

submitting entries to speak in the 

opening plenary and received verbal

mentions.

 

A team of 52 students from class 7 

to 11 participated in the Maharshi 

Vidya Mandir MUN and  performed 

exemplarily well sweeping a mammoth 22 awards. The highlight of this event was

that students with prior Munning experience, had trained their juniors.

2019-2020
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John Holt, an author and an educator, once said, “Learning is not the product of

teaching. Learning is the product of the activity of learners.”   In order to involve

every child in an activity of their interest and to make that learning pleasurable and

fun, clubs that bring together people of common likes and interests are essential. At

VME, club-times have always been looked forward to and hold a special place in our

hearts, for it is the time to put down our books for a while and try hands-on what the

clubs hold for us.

2019-2020
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“Education is not the filling up of a pail but

the lighting of a fire.” Students do not just

learn much by flipping pages of their

textbooks in the backdrop of a classroom.

Educational trips provide them   fun –filled 

opportunities to explore God’s very own

garden of knowledge – the Earth.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting off, the students of Class 1 visited the

Scad World School, an international school

following the Cambridge International

Curriculum. A great   opportunity to interact

with peers and a baby step towards exchange

of knowledge.   The students of Class 2 and 3

visited The Birla Planetarium where they were

enthralled by amazing cosmic shows and had

the opportunity to   virtually tour   the brilliant

night sky.

Class 4 students visited the Egmore

Museum and delved into the art that

celebrates human history and culture (which

really lived up to the saying “Every travel is

a blessed adventure.”) Class 5 and Class 7 

visited Dakshin Chitra, Muthukadu a

museum reclining in the lap of Nature,

enlightening mankind with knowledge of

the vast store of South Indian tradition and

craftsmanship.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The students of Classes 8 and 6 visited the

India Seashell Museum, the largest of its

kind in Asia on the 2nd of August 2019.

The mesmerising collection of sea shells,

aquarium of exotic fish found on the ocean

floor and the unique goodies in the Maya

Bazaar had the students spellbound.

2019-2020
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Class 9 visited the Farm Guru, an Agro-Tech

Center providing an individual the experience

of working in a farm in all its rustic glory, with

Nature whispering the secrets of a healthy life

to her very children – equipping tomorrow’s

citizens.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students of Class 10 visited UNESCO World

Heritage Site – Mahabalipuram, the historic

city and pride of the Pallava Dynasty, which

flourished as an important centre of art,

architecture and literature.

Class 11 and 12 visited Grammathil Oru

Naal, a farming village that upskilled

them to appreciate the vitality of

agriculture and went a long way in

acquainting them with the exciting world

far beyond their smart-screens. A great

opportunity for students to nourish

themselves with experiences, to facilitate

learning, making it all the more enjoyable.

In life, what really matters is having a

story that we can fondly reminisce and

share with our loved ones. What could be

better than an educational trip with a great

ride and camaraderie with friends to

forget such an unforgettable memory?

2019-2020
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“Let’s be reasonable and add an eighth day to the 

week that is devoted exclusively to reading”, a 

quote from Lena Dunham. VME, for its part, 

devotes a full week for the purpose.

 

We celebrate “Library week” every year to invigorate reading in young

minds. This year, it was celebrated from 21 October 2019 to 25 October

2019. A variety of competitions were conducted for the students in

secondary and senior-secondary classes during the week.

 

‘Poster for the Library’, ‘Author and Character Talk’, ‘Story Map’ and

Book review were some of the competitions held. The winners received

their prizes sponsored by the Parents’ and Teachers’ Association on 14th

November, on the occasion of Children’s Day.

2019-2020
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The school encourages the development of public speaking and constantly

works towards enhancing the language proficiency of the learners. Recitations,

declamations and symposiums go a long way to help achieve these goals.

 

On 11 November 2019, various students from classes 6 to 12 participated in

The Annual Recitation and Elocution Competition, which brought forth their

oratorical skills. Students from classes 6 to 10 participated in Recitation held in

English, Tamil, Hindi, and Sanskrit, while the students of classes 11 and 12

participated in Declamation held in English. This year, the prizes were

sponsored by the members of the School PTA. The winners received their

prizes on Children’s Day, 14  November 2019.

2019-2020
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Vidya Mandir Estancia has been honoured with the prestigious International School

Award (ISA) 2019-2022 for the fourth consecutive time. The Award was presented to The

Founder Principal Ms. Maheshwari Natarajan, by Ms. Janaka Pushpanathan,   The

Director, British Council at Hotel Taj Coromandel, Chennai on 29 November 2019. The

School has been recognised for outstanding development in organizing activities with an

international dimension throughout the academic session of 2018 -19.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This feat has been accomplished with the hard work of students and faculty who

participated in different collaborative activities in various disciplines of Science, History,

Art, Music etc. Students participated in interactive Chat sessions with learners from

countries like the UK, Afghanistan, Nepal and other partnering countries to foster mutual

understanding and respect. The ISA Activities help the students learn more about the

culture of various countries and that of their own.

 

Students have had a global outlook working on ISA projects intertwined with their

curriculum and have developed better understanding of peers abroad. These activities also

encourage soft skills like teamwork, ownership, creativity and critical thinking among

others. The teachers have gained immensely out of the opportunity, interacting with their

counterparts across nations, broadening their personal and professional horizons. Students

feel that these collaborative programs have inculcated interpersonal skills and enriched

them.

British Council offers the International School Award (ISA) as an

accreditation framework for schools to record and evaluate their

international work and embed it into the curriculum and whole school

ethos.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD
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The students of classes 5 and 8 participated in a

 giant triangle making event that was a part of the

Guinness World Record. This event provided the

students with values like team work and smart

work. They had fun in cutting the traingles and 

pasting them. The students also had the 

opportunity to join hands with stdents of other 

classes. The triangles were cut and coloured. In 

the end, the giant triangle was flamboyant – it was a feast to the viewer’s eyes. Students

themselves marvelled at their own perfection and were immensely happy to have been a part of

such an amazing event.

 

Each student was given 5 triangles and the task of colouring the dotted triangles inside the big

triangle. Each of them pasted their coloured triangles on the wall, one upon the other, forming a

giant triangle within the given time limit, thereby achieving the record.

2019-2020
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The Bhagavad Gita, composed in the form of a 

dialogue between Lord Krishna and Arjuna, 

enlightens mankind about the rules of life. It 

teaches one about knowledge, action and love. 

Chinmaya Mission, with the aim of advancing this 

spiritual wisdom, has been conducting Gita 

chanting competitions every year, and encourages

young minds to learn to recite them.

 

Eighty students from VME participated in the competition held on the first chapter of

Gita, out of which 40 of them secured prizes. Eight students bagged the first prize, and

qualified for level two (inter-school), which was held at the Chinmaya Mission centre.

 

The pursuit of spiritual knowledge continued, as the students from our school also took

part in the Vishnu Sahasranama and shloka recitation competitions held by Shree

Gokulam Public School, for classes from KG to 8. Fourteen students procured prizes in

all the categories.

 

Sanskrita Bharati’s Balotsava, conducted for students from classes KG to 12, is designed

to motivate students to speak, act, sing and enact in Sanskrit. The inter school cultural

competition, held on Samskrita Dinam, encompassed various events like solo singing,

group singing, shloka recitation, speech, slogan writing and t-shirt designing. Thirty

students from our school took active part in it, and have secured various prizes including

‘Best Melody’,’Best Eloquence’,’Best Co-ordination’, ‘Best singing’ and ‘Best Melody

and Rhythm’.

Recitation competitions are organised by our school every year, to encourage students to

hone their skills of pronunciation and clarity. The best reciters were qualified for the

finals, and they were judged by Sanskrit scholars Mr. Sri Ram and Mrs. Chitra. Fifteen

students bagged medals.

The school also motivates students who exhibit consistent good performance in classes 9

and 10, and awards them with the ‘Consistent Performer in Sanskrit’ award. 

S. V. Akshaya of 10 A was awarded the trophy on Prize Day for her performance.

2019-2020
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Science is an extremely alluring subject. The quest for 

knowledge is never complete: science can produce one 

mystery after the other. Young students armed with 

curiosity jump at the chance of learning something new. 

Some students of our school from classes 10 to 12  had

 the opportunity to attend the 5-day Educational camp

 held at the National University of Singapore by the 

Asia Pacific Centre of Management Education. 

 

The students who got this privilege were Aditi Krishna of class 12A, K. A. Bhavana of class

11A, Devanshi S. Bora of 12A, Lokadhaarini J. N. S. of 10B, Oviya   B. of 10 B, Vijay

Chandhar M. A. of 12B and G. T. Abirami of 11A.

 

This camp was an extraordinary experience for these students. The workshops were not only

detailed, they were also immersive and experimental. The students had the privilege to meet a

few distinguished academicians and scientists like Professor Lakshminarayanan Samavedham.

They learnt about genomics--the study of all genetic material in the nucleus, robotics and self-

automated cars, visited the A* Future Lab which had cutting-edge technology bordering on

futuristic, performed laparoscopic surgery and visited the Google Headquarters in Singapore.

The camp was also filled with lively moments where students held science forum discussions

and also played treasure hunt in a museum. Of course, a sojourn to Singapore is incomplete

without sight-seeing. The students explored noted tourist sights like the Merlion Park, Gardens

by the Bay, Chinatown and viewing the Marina Bay from afar. The students also visited the

Universal Studios where they enjoyed themselves tremendously.

 

It was an out-of-the-world experience for the 7 students who were opportune to get the chance.

The camp was filled with new experiences and changes in the perspectives of the students. An

overwhelming feeling of excitement filled the students who truly enjoyed the science camp.

 

2019-2020
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Young minds brimming with curiosity transform into astute adults with passion. All that a young

students need are opportunities to exhibit their skills and quench their thirst for knowledge. The 5-

day INSPIRE Internship Science Camp was precisely that; conducted by the Department of

Science and Technology at the Chennai Institute of Technology, the science camp widened the

horizons of all the students who attended it.

 

K. A. Bhavana and B. Ruban Kumar of Class XI A

got the opportunity to delve into the depths of science

The camp opened up a multitude of opportunities

to connect with distinguished professors and

members of research centres across India. Scientists

from Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,

Central Leather Research Institute, Indian Space Research Organization, Department of Science

and Technology Tamil Nadu and Anna University addressed the students.

 

The students not only had the privilege of interacting with scientists and professors, they also

worked hands-on in the labs. A few of the labs visited by students were the Kuka Industrial

Robotics lab, 3-D Printing lab and the Simple Physics lab. Workshops were conducted on

geology, aerobiology, nuclear physics, mathematics, pedology, astronomy and biochemistry.

Various simple concepts were explained so exquisitely that the students were enthralled by the

beauty of science.

 

Connecting with the environment is the best way to learn: students were encouraged to interact

with their peers from other schools and form lasting bonds. The students were also illustrated upon

the significance of innovation and curiosity in daily lives. At the end of the camp, students were

given the opportunity to send written ideas to the Department of Science and Technology for the

betterment of our country through scientific progress.

2019-2020
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English is a funny language. A fat chance and a slim chance mean the same--but

these quirks are what make English a unique and universal language. English is an

elegant, poised language that is an elixir of expression. “The limits of my language

are the limits of my world” is rightly applicable to each and every language. 49

students of our school participated in the first level of the National Word

Championship. 9 students qualified for the second level. Sreepriya R. 

of class XII B was declared as one of the 7 finalists in the National 

Word Champion 2019. She emerged in the top rung after competing 

with 2293 students from 40 schools in 17 cities across India. She won 

 a cash prize of Rs.5000 for her language skills. The school is

 immensely proud of her achievement.

2019-2020
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“I shall participate, I shall contribute and in doing 

so, I will be the winner,” said Walter Annenburg. 

The school motivates students to utilise every 

opportunity by taking part in it for a hands-on 

experience. One such opportunity was the Google 

Code In contest.

Google conducts the Code In contest – an online 

contest introducing teenagers to the world of open source development—every year. Students

aged between 13 and 17 from all over the world took part in the contest held from 2 December

2019 to 23 January 2020.

Many students from VME took part in the contest with enthusiasm and zeal , completing tasks

which were categorized as Coding, Documentation; Training, Outreach; Research, Quality

Assurance and Design. The students were challenged with tasks in succession and could seek

guidance from mentors online. Participants who completed at least 1 task received a digital

certificate, and those who completed 3 or more tasks received tee-shirts.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flevi Paul Haris of class 12 B completed a whopping 47 tasks and Avinash S Kashyap of

class 12 B completed 23 tasks; both of whom emerged in the top 20 ranks, coding for the

company Liquid Galaxy. Also, Santhosh P of class 11 B completed 18 tasks. Active

participation was seen among the students of class 8, 9,11 and 12. The contest proved to be a

great opportunity and provided a good learning experience to all its participants.

2019-2020
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Five students from class 11, Computer 

Science stream –D Sabarish,

Vijay Adhi V C, Vishal Karthick R,

 J Rajanesh and V Rahul--participated in 

the overnight 24 hours Hackathon 

conducted by Inventure academy,

 Bangalore, on  11 and 12  January. 

The Hackathon proved to be an 

enlightening experience, as the students 

learnt about the complexity of 

programming, robotics and presentation. 

The themes of the Hackathon were 

communication, healthcare, education and environment.

 

The contestants were informed about the rules and regulations of the competition,

who in turn put their intellect to work. They began coding on the project “The Auto

Gardener”, which was based on the theme ‘Environment’, and worked all night into

their first ever Hackathon. The project was completed by 6:30 am next morning.

The model, Python programming and the presentation were being worked upon

simultaneously. On January 12, the innovation was introduced through a

PowerPoint presentation and a working model. Feedback about the project from the

Chief Guest was received and a special mention was also won for the idea.

 

The Hackathon was a novel experience for the students, and it exposed them to the

creative and competitive world outside, challenging them to better themselves.

2019-2020
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ASSET is a Talent Identification Programme that aims at evaluating the extent of a student’s

academic ability.  The school has been keen on taking up the ASSET Talent Search every year

and has seen the performance index rise from strength to strength each year.

 

This year too many of our students qualified for the Second Level of this prestigious exam. We

are exhilarated to put on record that Shivani B of Class 6  was an Outstanding Performer in all

the subjects – English, Mathematics and Science.

 

2019-2020
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Amoolya K.A of Class 7A, Neeraj Ramamoorthy

of class 8A, Panimalar.E of Class 8A, Pranesh.K

of class 8 B and Shyamsundhar . S of class 9 B

were Outstanding Performers in English. Further,

16 of our students were Distinguished Performers

and  31 were Creditable Performers.

 

Moreover, Kavinaya Sivakumar of Class 8A,

Panimalar. E of Class 8A and Sricharn

Vinothkumar of Class 8 A were certified as Gold

Scholars; Amoolya.K. A of class 7A  and Shravya

Sivakumar of class 7B were certified as Silver

Scholars and Gania Rathore of class 6A along

with Sanskar Singhania of class 8B were certified

Bronze Scholars – all of whom have been invited

to participate in Asset Gifted Programmes.

 
Besides, 13 students have been invited for

various other Gifted Programmes.
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In an effort to evaluate conceptual learning and

strengthen reasoning, analytical and problem

solving skills at an early age, the school

encourages maximum participation in Olympiad

exams conducted by the Science Olympiad

Foundation.

 

In the International English Olympiad, Aditi

Sathish Kumar of Class 3A, Kavinaya

Sivakumar of Class 8A, Pranesh K of Class 8B,

Gayathri Achar of Class 9B and Sreepriya R of

Class 12B won Zonal Medals of Distinction and

were among the 21 students who qualified for

the Second Level. We are 

proud to put on record that 

Sreepriya R of Class 12 B 

secured the 1st position at 

the International Level, 

scoring Centum marks. 

Kavinaya Sivakumar of Class 8A secured the

4th position at the International Level. In

Level 2  Ilampozhil E of Class 4B won the

Zonal Bronze Medal. She along with Sreepriya

R of Class 12B won gifts worth Rs 1000 each

and received Certificates of Zonal Excellence.

Pranesh K of Class 8B, Shyamsundhar S of

Class 9B, and Nicolas Sabu Mathew of Class

11B received Certificates of Zonal Excellence.

In  the International Science Olympiad Aruna

Mahalakshmi P of  Class 4C and Shivani B of

Class 6C won Zonal Medals of Distinction and

were among the 20 students who qualified for

the Second Level.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Praghathi Suresh of Class 3A, Ilam Pozhil E

of Class 4B and Shivani B of Class 6C won

Zonal  Medals of Distinction and were among

the 14 students who qualified for the Second

Level in the International Mathematics

Olympiad. Ilam Pozhil E of Class 4B secured

the 4th position at the International Level. In

Level 2 Ilam Pozhil E of Class 4B received a

Certificate of Zonal Excellence.

 

Arshad Ahmad  M of Class 6B and Shivani B

of Class 6C received  Certificates of Zonal

Excellence and  won  Medals of Distinction for

their performance in the International General

Knowledge Olympiad. Shivani B of Class 6C

added another feather to our cap by winning the

Academic Excellence Award for her exemplary

performance over all.
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“Teachers affect eternity; no one can tell where their influence

 stops.” -Henry Adams

 

The staff of Vidya Mandir Estancia have been recognised on

various occasions by a number of organisations for their

excellence in the field of teaching. They rightly show that 

learning never stops, and set exemplary examples to the 

students.

 

The Founder Principal, Ms. Maheshwari Natarajan was 

invited to the Teacher’s Day Awards Function by the Indian 

Institute of Hotel Management to share her valuable inputs on “How 

schools can take the lead in Sustainable Initiative”. She received the ‘Principal Par

Excellence’ Award'. On the same occasion, the Ms. A. Saipriya (Librarian) was awarded the

‘Teacher Par Excellence’ .

 

Chennai Institute of Technology, Kundrathur presented the Best Teacher Award to Ms.

Jayarani for English and the Founder Principal Ms. Maheshwari Natarajan for

Psychology for sparking interest and kindling the flame of imagination in the minds of their

students.
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The Rotary Club of Kancheepuram District

awarded ‘The Teacher Icon’ to Ms.

Jayalakshmi on the occasion of Teachers'

Day.

 

Ms. Subhalakshmi Ramachandran, received

the Amritha Excellency Best Teachers Award

for Innovation in teaching.
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Mr. Ramesh Kumar (Support Staff), Ms. Amudha Mohan (Staff), Ms. Sukanya

Jagannathan (Tamil teacher) and Ms. Vandana Rathore (K.G. in-charge) received

trophies for their services from the Kanchi Cluster, on the occasion of Teachers’ Day. In

the same event, Ms. Maheshwari Natarajan, the Founder Principal was presented the

‘Acharya Shiromani Award’ for her services in the field of Education.

 

CENTA conducted Teaching Professionals’ Olympiad and Ms. Meenakshi J (National

Rank 133; 15th in Biology) and Ms.Vandana Rathore (National Rank 107; 35th in

Primary Maths , Science and English)won awards.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every year, the school enrolls staff members under the Teacher Centric Programmes of the

Kuruvila Jacob Initiative for Promotion of Excellence in School Education, run by Kuruvila

Jacob Memorial Educational Trust. This year Ms K S Uma Maheshwari successfully

completed her Post Graduate Diploma in Educational Leadership Programme. Also, Ms.

K S Umamaheshwari and Ms. GD Kavita (Heart of the Matter); Ms. G Naveena Kumari

and Ms. S Vanitha (A Class Apart) and were felicitated for successful completion of

courses.
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Mr. A S Suresh (Arts) was awarded the 'Best

Teacher Award' for his outstanding contribution

in 'National Handwriting, Colouring and Essay

Contest 2019' organised by the national institute

'Students Development Society', Aurangabad,

Maharashtra, India.
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What do you call a funny mountain?

It is hill-arious!

 

What’s a snake’s favourite subject?

Hiss…tory

 

Why do leopards always lose at 

hide and seek?

Poor them, they are all spotted!

 

Why did the teacher wear sunglasses inside the class?

His students were simply too bright (just like us!)

JOKES AND RIDDLES ...
-J. Diyavarshita, 3 A

2019-2020
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Life couldn’t have been better for 

Ms. Grettle and little Fred, her pup. 

They had a rich, loving master, a 

cosy basket to snuggle in, most 

sumptuous of dog food and the best 

lawn there is to roam about. Life 

was fairly smooth without many 

ups and downs. But one day, a cat 

came. It was Ms. Yumi. She could’t 

resist her appetite any longer. 

Being a stray cat, she could hardly 

hunt one square meal in two days. No, she had no intention of stealing; she was just

too hungry.

 

She entered the master’s house in search of food. Ms. Grettle, being the most

trustful guardian of the house, chased her away, out of the town. However, she was

shocked to find little Fred missing when she returned home. She was wrought with

unbearable grief. Days passed.

 

It was a week later and it was a sunny morning. Everyone saw Ms. Grettle break into

a run. She had seen Fred emerge around the street corner with Yumi. Yumi had

found Fred lost and returned him to Grettle. What’s more to say, Yumi, Grettle, and

Fred lived together happily ever after.

2019-2020
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T H E  A P P L E  A N D  T H E

   T O M A T O

O n c e  u p o n  a  t i m e ,  t h e r e  l i v e d  a n  A p p l e  a n d  a
T o m a t o .  T h e y  w e r e  b e s t  f r i e n d s .  O n e  d a y ,
w h i l e  t h e y  w e r e  s l e e p i n g  i n  t h e  r e f r i g e r a t o r ,
t h e r e  w a s  a  s u d d e n  s q u e a k .  T h e  w o m a n  w h o m
t h e y  h a d  s e e n  l a s t  n i g h t ,  i n  t h e  d i m  l i g h t  o f
t h e  r e f r i g e r a t o r ,  h a d  c o m e  a g a i n  t o  p i c k  s o m e
j u i c y  v e g e t a b l e s  a n d  f r u i t s  f o r  m a k i n g  a
s a l a d .  T h e  A p p l e  a n d  t h e  T o m a t o  h e a r d  t h e
n o i s e  a n d  w o k e  u p  w i t h  a  s t a r t .  
 
E a g e r  t o  b e  t h e  f i r s t ,  t h e  a p p l e  s t a r t e d
s h o u t i n g ,  “ P i c k  m e !  P i c k  m e ! ”  B u t  t h e  t o m a t o
r e m a i n e d  q u i e t .  T h e  w o m a n  w a s  c a u g h t  o f f
g u a r d  t o  s e e  a n  a p p l e  t a l k .  S o  s h e  t o o k  t h e
t o m a t o  f o r  s a l a d  a n d  t h r e w  t h e  a p p l e  a w a y .
T h e  a p p l e ,  i n s t e a d  o f  s l e e p i n g  s a f e  i n  t h e
f r i d g e ,  r o t t e d  i n  t h e  g a r b a g e .  I n  l i f e  t o o ,  w e
f a c e  s u c h  s i t u a t i o n s  w h e r e  i t  i s  b e t t e r  t o
r e m a i n  q u i e t .  H e n c e  t h e  a d a g e  
‘ S i l e n c e  i s  g o l d e n . ’

2019-2020
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How would you treat a sick wasp?

Take it to the waspital, of course!

 

Barber: How would you want your hair cut, Sonny?

Sonny: Just like daddy’s—but with a hole on top.

 

Mr. Shark:  How much for a hair cut, sir?

Barber: Just 40 cents, sir.

Mr. Shark: How much for a shave?

Barber: 30 cents, sir.

Mr. Shark: Okay then. Please shave my head.

 

What goes zzub zzub?

A bee flying backwards!

 

When would it be a bad luck to have a cat follow you?

When you’re a mouse!

 

Mark: Sir, there’s a dead fly in my soup!

Waiter: Yes, sir. It’s the hot water that kills them.

 

Trevor: I lost my parakeet! I want him back!

His friend: I think you should notify the air force.

FUNNY CORNER
-Sowjenya, 5 A

2019-2020
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I am Earth;

Each blade of grass,

Every single tree,

Each grain of sand,

And soil and stone,

Is my blood and muscle,

Skin and bone.

And just as you need

Every bit of you

To be healthy and fit,

I too need

Grass and stone,

Trees and beings,

That rent this space.

That's why we celebrate this day,

And across the world we say,

“The world is a fine place

And is worth fighting for.”

2019-2020
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EARTH DAY
- S. Prathish Kumar, 5 A
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Children should share,

And treat everything with care.

Always up for a dare,

They should play just and fair.

 

Discipline should be their motto,

Always active and on the go,

Kindness and compassion they should sow

And choose the hard row to hoe.

 

Abiding all rules and being on time,

With respect and gratitude sublime,

They should always aim high and climb,

And do it for a lifetime.

2019-2020
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I felt proud when I was honoured there,

On cloud nine when an expedition was announced,

Jittery when I forgot to trim my nails,

Nervous when I delivered my speech,

Pious when I recited the prayer,

Shocked when I heard sad news,

Patriotic when I stood for the National Anthem.

I loved the multiple emotions my heart went through

In that favourite spot of mine.

2019-2020
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My Multiple Emotions at the
Assembly Spot!

-Sindhi Mathini I.,5 A
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MY FLUFFY,LITTLE CAT!

2019-2020
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MY FLUFFY,LITTLE CAT!
 

 

 

 

My fluffy, little cat,

Is it your fluffiness that makes you look fat?

You are fluffy, cuddly and what not?

And that’s why you are the most sought!

Come, let us play,

I hope forever you would stay.

Scratch and purr, bite or pounce,

I always will love you more than an ounce!

-N. Karunya, 5 C
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I’m a mythical creature,

With a typical feature:

A rainbow-like mane,

I fly like an aeroplane.

 

You see through me,

I see through you.

A glittering heart,

With loads to impart.

 

I have a single horn,

So they call me a unicorn.

I create rainbows

Wherever I go,

With a smile and a glow.

I fascinate kids,

With my wonderful tricks.

Their dreams I adorn,

And unleash them from forlorn.

Unicorn
- Shreya Srikanth, 6 A
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Seaside
-  V I B H A  K .  A . ,    6  A

A salty breeze lingers about

Ever present on the shore.

As I walked on the sand,

I had a view so grand.

Waves rippling across the coast

And I can see so many boats,

With fishermen trying to catch

All the fish they want to have.

Children play here and there,

Building sandcastles to compare

Each other’s handiwork

And parents applaud their hardwork.

CREATIVE STROKES
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I wonder how to keep my house clean,

Free of all waste and dust that are seen;

I swept the floor and mopped the floor

But the dust flew in when I opened the door. 
 

Strive to keep the environment green,

For eternal peace and serene,

Go green and plant a tree

To keep the environment pollution-free.

 

Never in your life litter

For it makes the earth ill and bitter.                                     
God gave us green

And a duty to keep it clean.

Clean India and green India

Is my dream India.

2019-2020

SWACHH BHARAT
-M. H. Sofia, 6  B
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MOONLIGHT
 

 

Mild light of the moonlight,

Sifting down in the dark night.

Street lights iridescent like the sun,

As I strolled through the streets of  London,

Trying to catch glimpses 

Of everything sprawled around,

Rummaging through my bag,

To find my camera for a shot

Of the picture-perfect plot,

Under the mild light of the moonlight.

-J. Dhiya, 6 C
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T H E  O W L

A lone owl hoots in the moonlight,

Getting ready for his flight.

He spreads his wings and flies,

Keeping open his sharp eyes.

He focuses on the ground

And glides without a sound.

 

He swoops down upon his unwary prey

Which had wandered far astray.

Silently he enjoys his feast

     And keeps awake till  the rays shine in

the east.

-K. A. Amoolya, 7 A
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Snowfall!

 

 

Snow is here, snow is there:

We all make the snow forts everywhere.

Let’s go sledding with our skis all the way,

Making hot chocolate everyday,

Building a snowman every week.

And when we feel numb and weak,

We take a break to break the bleak!

-  ANJANA  VINU  7  C
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YOGA
T h r o u g h  t h e  f o g ,  w h e n  t h e  f i r s t  r a y s  o f  t h e  s u n  f a l l ,

A  l a r g e  b u i l d i n g  s h o w s  i t s e l f  t o  a l l .
N o t  a  m a l l ,  y e t  h u g e ,  t h i s  i s  w h e r e  w e  a l l  “ s i t  t a l l ” .

 
E v e r y  s i n g l e  p o s e  i s  a  d r e a m ,
S o  i f  i t  p a i n s ,  d o n ’ t  s c r e a m .

T h e r e  i s  a  c a t ,  a  c a m e l ,  a  b u t t e r f l y  a n d  a  m o u n t a i n .
T h e y  a l l  s e e m  t o  b e  d a n c i n g ,  l i k e  a  b e a u t i f u l  w a t e r  f o u n t a i n !

 
B u t  m o u n t a i n s  a r e n ’ t  s u p p o s e d  t o  m o v e ,  r i g h t ?

T h e n  c o m e  a n d  p r o v e  y o u r  m i g h t !
L i f t  h i g h ,  h o l d  l o n g ,  

B u t  d o n ’ t  s h a k e  f o r  i t  m a y  a l l  g o  w r o n g !
Y  f o r  y o g a ,  Y  f o r  y e l l o w ,

I f  y o u  w a n t  t o  b e  b r i g h t ,  b e  a  y o g i c  f e l l o w !
B e n d  l i k e  a  s w e e t  m a r s h m a l l o w ;

F l y  h i g h  l i k e  a  g r a c e f u l  l i t t l e  s w a l l o w .

Vidya pratidhwani 2019-2020

- R I T H V I K  B H A D R I ,  7  C
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MY DESIRE
 

 

Oh my dear Mother,

You always keep together 
Father, sister and brother.

 

Whenever I have a misadventure,

You guide me throughout

Like an understanding mentor.

 

Sometimes you are harsh

Like the cold winter;

Sometimes you are warm and affectionate

Like the ever so cosy summer.

 

When I cry in sorrow

And lose all my courage,

You give this wrecked boat an anchorage.

Dear Mamma,     
I desire to be forever                                     
Your follower and lover!

2019-2020

- Mouli Gupta 8 B
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It is said that ‘The greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals’.

India has proven every word of the saying right by being famously

known as the ‘Land of Festivals’.

 

True to this belief, India has scores and scores of festivals that bring

happiness and joy all across the country. This is because of the diversity

in culture that exists in this subcontinent. All these different cultures and

religions get tied together in bonds of love with invisible threads of

celebration.

 

Every festival has a social, religious and mythological value.

Accordingly, Dussehra has a great significance. The Janmashtami

festival also has a great religious and social significance. This is the

occasion when Lord Krishna was born to kill Kansa and other demons to

save people from the danger they posed. This festival also teaches us to

fight the evil and the falsehood and uphold the values of truth.

 

On these festivals, people offer prayers to their deities, wear ethnic

clothes and make merry with their near and dear ones. Ganesh Chaturthi,

Eid Ul Fitr, Baisakhi, Onam, Pongal, Gurupurab, Ram Navami and

Durga Puja are some of the festivals that are celebrated with immense

zeal in different parts of India, with some of these being specific to a

particular region.

 

It is no wonder why our country is called ‘The Land of Festivals’.

2019-2020

Land of Festivals
-Mukul Dhashwanth G,  9 B
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It is an exciting sight, 
Watching the heroes have a practice fight.

Seated there, I love to cheer,

As they fight on without fear.

 

Mightily they fight in their glimmering armours,

Being the village’s beloved charmers.

Nobody wins over them;

They are the most precious gem.

 

Protecting their fellow men, rising to fame,

Playing a just and fair game,

Performing above the call of duty,

They wear their scars like wings, standing mighty.

 

2019-2020

A Tribute to the Warriors
-Anuja Krishna VIII-C
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Don’t, but Do
-  M .  S H R E E  N I V E D I T A ,  9  C

 

Sculpt not on the evanescent water,

But on the immovable pillars of victory.

Talk not through your mouth,

But through your actions.

Fight not with mere words for weaponry, 

But with a resolute heart.

Think not with your mind alone;

 Involve thy soul along.

And apologize not with a sorry,

But with the fervour at heart.

Win not for the sake of others,

 But for the sake of thyself.
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It’s early morning and the sun is showing up,

With the early morning birds waking me with a chirrup!

I reluctantly push the blanket from my face

And fumble for my glasses in a slow pace.

 

I get out of the bed and stretch my hands,

Watching the little birds perform a merry dance.

I walk to the window and open it wide

And see a few cyclers going for a ride.

 

The grass outside looks fresh with dew,

And the trees have a brilliant hue

Of different shades of green--juniper and shamrock,

Where many birds rest with their flock.

 

Some people jog and some walk,

Listening to the melodies of the lark.

The sun is slowly rising up high,

Above the mountains, above the clouds, up in the sky.

 

I guess it’s time I start my day,

It’s going to be a busy one is all I can say!

2019-2020
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THE MORNING CALL
-Gayatri Aachar, 9B
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WHY MOTHERS KNOW THE BEST  
                 --Shreenidhi S 9 B

Mothers. We cannot live without them. We

cannot imagine the number of times we call

‘Mom’ in a single day. She always knows the

best and wants the best for us. There is a good

chance she’s already been through any situation

which we go through.

 

She loves us unconditionally, no matter what

the circumstances are. She would go to any

distance to make sure we are happy, even if we

make some mistakes along the way.

 

 Honesty is the best policy in front of mom. Cover up your mistakes with all our

shrewdness, your mom won’t take long to discover it. Mothers are angels who teach

their children to fly. However, what we often overlook is the fact that it was her

rebukes and pushes that made us spread our wings.

 

She never backs off a fight with us, especially when she knows she is right but she also

knows how to strike a compromise. What we have to understand here is that this

compromise does not mean we are on the right side and she is on the wrong.

Mothers always help us understand the right choices. No matter the day or time, no

matter if we have had an argument over it for a thousand times. They raise us, love us

and teach us the rules of the world. So the next time when she is hard on us, we have

to take a moment and appreciate the wisdom behind her criticism.

 

When mom tells us that she loves us, she does not utter that merely out of her lips, but

from the bottom of her heart, to remind us that she will always be by our side.Hats off

to all the mothers in the world. And thank you for everything that you have done for

us.
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We are in an era of transformation. Transformation is vital in the sphere of

education. As technology has rooted its way into our day-to-day lives,

education has undergone a plethora of changes. There has always been a huge

room for improvement in the field of education; technology can be brought in

to accomplish this. Technology-based projects can inspire students to think on

their own, collaborate with others and expand their horizons as opposed to

blindly memorising, whether they are using the web for research or to

correspond with others elsewhere with whom they share common interests.

These projects equip them with the necessary technological skills required to

compete with the modern workforce. Games like ‘Civilisation IV’ develop

critical higher order thinking skills applicable in all areas of life and also

train people to make quick and correct decisions. Digital simulations and

models have the scope to make teaching more understandable and learning

more easier.

 

Cloud storage and smart-search engines have made it easier for students to

research various topics. Since the vast majority of students have a tablet

which they take everywhere, digital course materials and e-books are

convenient. Puzzles like ‘Lure of Labyrinth’ help in the development of

exploration skills, mathematical skills and even improve thinking processes.

Technology not only allows teachers to prepare practice exercises in a

productive manner, but also allows them to analyse the advancement of their

students. Digital assessments allow teachers to keep track of their students’

progress. These assessments help teachers understand their students’ weak

and strong points.

 

Students who struggle to understand a certain subject can search for a

tutorial video online. Videos or live-streaming content can offer alternate

approaches to a thought and thus lead to better understanding of concepts.

These videos can allow an interesting and interactive approach to learning

that might be easily and more effortlessly grasped. Technology can give

teachers and students remarkable resources. Therefore, using technology to

progress further in education is the best way to ensure development in

students’ skills.

2019-2020

TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
-S. Tanushree,  9 B
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It was midnight and Anne was flipping through the pages of her history book

in hopes of covering at least the important chapters for the exam next day.

She heard her bedroom door creak and suddenly, there was a faint whispering

of her name.   

 

 Anne was dumbstruck and she strained her ears. There was a voice calling

out her name certainly. Fear gripped her as her parents weren’t home; she

was alone. She assumed it was her drowsiness and continued studying. After

a while, the voice grew louder. A cold shiver ran down her spine. She felt as

though her hands and legs had gone numb. She gained some courage and

asked, “Who is it?” Suddenly, the door started sprouting a pair of hands and

legs. Its face also started taking shape--it had a long nose and a wide mouth.

The door started talking.

 

 It said, "Anne, you must help me."Anne was in a state of shock. She shrieked

and asked, “Am I dreaming?” The door explained, “Anne, you must believe

me. I am very much real.” 
 

Anne exclaimed, “No! Of course not! How can doors talk?!”

 

“Anne, I am not a normal door. I was built by the famous carpenter Mr.

Noutshwantz Blue of Germany in 1805.” 
 

 

 

2019-2020

-Nisiya L. C.,   9 CTHE DOOR THAT TALKED
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Anne replied, “What Blue? Neither have I heard of any such Blue nor do I care

who built you.  I am going to call my parents.”

 

 The door started becoming ominous; he asked her to release him

threateningly. Anne felt intimidated. The door said, “I don’t know what I

might do to you, so better let me out here first.”

 

 Sweating profusely and her heart pounding furiously, she approached the door

and started unhinging its screws. Suddenly, she felt something brushing

against her neck. She realized it was the door’s vines trying to strangle her. It

had curled up around her body like a python. She started screaming shrilly.

The door opened its mouth to reveal a long, forked tongue with saliva drooling

from it. The door wanted her to be his meal. She understood.

 

“Anne! Anne! Wake up, you’re going to be late for school,” called her

mother’s voice. Anne felt relieved and thought, “Thank God! It was just a

dream.” Just to make sure, she checked the door and confirmed nothing was

absurd about it. Just as she went out of her room, she heard her name being

called from somewhere on the bed.

 

2019-2020
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It was Independence Day,

And the celebration, I should say,

Were magnificent and colorful!

Saffron, green and white

Made the country look bright.

 

I was sitting on my balcony,

Thinking about the history

Of our great and wonderful country.

Suddenly a gust of wind blew across,

And a piece of paper hit my face.

 

I took the paper and glanced,

A picture of a bald man in a stance.

Leaning over a stick,

With a serene smile on his face

That seemed senile.

 

It seemed that the man,

Was the Father of our nation,

And the reason why we celebrated

Independence Day,

Every year on August 15.

 

He did not descend from the top,

But emerged from the millions below.

Patriotic, kind, selfless and non-violent.

My five-year-old mind,

Could not understand this man of one kind.

 

Suddenly, the balcony door opened.

I turned to see my mother.

I asked her, “Who is this man, mother?”

She smiled and said,“Why, he is none other than Mahatma Gandhi Ji!”

2019-2020

WHO IS THIS MAN?

- T a l i a  M a n o j , 9  C
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The Golden Star
- A V A N T H I K A  A . ,    1 0  A

The sun rises on the horizon,

Chasing away the moon and stars,

Changing the sky from black to blue,

And spreading rays of golden hue.

 

The sun never forgets its duty;

Always punctual and never late,

It simmers, shimmers, gleams and glows,

Helping all life bloom and grow.

 

The afternoon sun might be fierce and hot,

But it keeps on shining for our good;

It warms up the seas, stirs the atmosphere,

Generating weather changes, but never gets tired.

       

Before winding up for the day,

It calls everyone out to run and play.

It asks all animals and birds to return,

To go to their homes and care for their little ones.

 

A beautiful time of the day, the hour

When the sun goes down,

Making way for the moon and stars

To glimmer and shine till dawn.

 

Everything will come to a standstill

Without the sun's glow and warmth.

But worry not, for the sun keeps working

And asks not a thing in return.
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“Sanya dear! Wake up, the sun is already up, shining bright. It’s time you soak

in some solar energy and boost up your metabolism!” cried Mother. “You know

what, Sanya dear? Your Mama is like a 90 degree angle, always right!” chimed

in Dad as they both laughed together. This is how a normal, no, even the most

unusual of days of every child with a science 

teacher for a mother and a math teacher for a 

father begins. Well, if not every child’s, at least 

mine begins this way! 

 

From sunup till sundown, it is puns, puns, and 

even more puns on math and science, ringing in your ears. Somehow, their

“pun-banks” never go bankrupt! At times, it makes me feel they could be better

English tutors than math or science. During the free hours of my day, I dread at

the prospect of going out of my mind due to the constant “pun-full” duels they

wage against each other. Well, that’s how things are and they are not liable to

change any sooner. So I resigned to enjoy the humour of their puns.

 

Today started out just like any other day. Father was rather tired correcting a

bunch of eighth graders’ papers, and heaving a sigh of relief, asked Mother,

“Can you give me that half-filled glass on the table dear?”

 

“Which one? All the glasses on the table are full,” replied Mother, who was

quite busy pondering over ways in which she could boost up the grades of some

rather bothersome ninth graders.

 

My instincts warned me of an interesting battle about to begin! I looked on, as

Father directed his gaze at a half-filled glass on the table and enquired, “What

do you mean? Look, there’s one which is half-filled!” To the bafflement of my

father, my mother replied, “No, it is full. Bottom half filled with water and the

other half filled with air!”
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To make matters worse, my friend Raiza, who had come over to see me regarding a

project, incidentally enquired, “Which subject is better? Maths or science?” just to make

sure she was choosing the best stream for her future. This triggered the battle. Dad was

the one who first spoke up saying, “Well Raiza, if you want a future with infinite

possibilities, then take up math. 

After all, it is the only subject that 

counts!”

 

“Stop kidding,” grumbled my 

mother. “Raiza dear, if you take up 

science, you can choose from the 

boundless world of opportunities 

it provides you. You needn’t have to worry about multiplication and division, because

both are one and the same in Biology! And as you know, Chemistry has all the

solutions!” Mom added cheerfully.

 

“There they go with their puns again...” I murmured under my breath and as I was about

to terminate the duel of theirs, Father spoke up in a rather irritated tone, “You know

what’s really odd?” Mother looked at him questioningly. “Well, there are two things

definitely! One is obviously ‘numbers not divisible by two’ and the other is ‘your insane

opinions’!”

 

“You call my opinions insane?” Mother said, rising, and continued to comment about

problems in maths. “Math is the only place where people buy 84 watermelons and still

no one wonders why. Isn’t that insane?” she replied in an exasperated manner.

 

There was tension in the air. An evidently vexed math teacher (and a husband) controlled

all the smoke steaming out of his ears and said, “Mrs. Banerjee, you are too irrational

and should try not to be like pi (π)!” To which Mother replied, “You know what, Raiza,

do not follow any advice from mathematicians. They are like atoms who just make up

everything!!”

 

I looked at Raiza accusingly and tried to smooth out things between Father and Mother

saying, “Why don’t you let Raiza try her hand out in science as well as math, and let her 

2019-2020
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chose the stream she likes? After all, it is only from experience that one grows to find their

strengths and weaknesses. That is how both of you have discovered what you truly love

and are now pursuing your dreams.” I explained, and was quite pleased with myself at the

fact that Mother and Father were beginning to understand.

 

A deep silence that followed after my talk was broken when Dad spoke up saying, “Yes,

Sanya, I think you are right. Let me just tell you one more thing Raiza, the best angle from

which you can approach any problem is the TRYangle!!” he said, laughing merrily. “Yes,

Dear. After all, it is your choice which is important and you can specialise into anything

you want to become. In any problem, do not worry if you’re not a part of the solution. You

will always be a part of the precipitate!!” added Mom, as she joined Father with his

subsiding laughter, both of them rising again.

                  

   “They never leave their puns behind, no matter what the situation around them is,” I

whispered to Raiza. “Thank you for your valuable advice, Aunty and Uncle. It’s time I

leave for home now,” said Raiza. She then turned towards me as we were leaving and

mouthed the words “Thank You!” with a sign of great relief.

 

And that’s how I end up involving myself in every duel of theirs, enjoying and learning

new puns everyday and find myself writing puntastic tales.

 

 

                                         -Lokadhaarini J. N. S. 10 B
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CLOCK
-K. A. Bhavana, XI-A

Eternally swinging to and fro,
Never fast, never slow

Always on a pace of its own,
Witness to each proceeding

But not once engaging.
 

Life revolves around its chime,
The true keeper of time.

With its hands long and short,
Perpetually coursing through

hours,
Inhabiting every dwelling of ours.
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FAILURE IS FAMOUS
 

Failure is not failure itself,

But a step for us to excel.

Failure is not the farewell,

But a new chance to do well. 

 

You can be an Abraham Lincoln ruling  America,

Or an Archimedes shouting 'Eureka!’.

You can be an Albert Einstein in physics,

Or an Usain Bolt bagging gold in Olympics.

You can be a J. K. Rowling in writing stories,

Or a Napolean conquering territories. 

 

You can be a Stephen Hawking in cosmology,

Or discover evolution in biology.

You can be an Abdul Kalam in aerospace,

Or a Giacomo Agostini in bike race.

You can be a Nelson Mandela bringing change,

Or a Shakespeare creating an eponymous age.

 

 Or best, you can be yourself:

Edison, Columbus or Mahatma Gandhi,

Walt Disney or Marie Curie,

Had one thing in common,

Failure for them wasn't uncommon.

If with first failure they had faded,

        By now they would have been forgotten.

 

- Dhaniska Gaikwad S., 11 A
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DISCIPLINE: THE WAY OF LIFE
-S. JAYAPREETHA, 11 A

 Discipline is, in essence, a set of standard rules. It is the way of
being honest, hardworking and focused throughout our lives, and
involves creating new habits of thought, action and speech towards
improving ourselves. While we call students the future assets of the
country, it is crucial that they are disciplined, for in that case, the
entire nation is also disciplined.
 
Our life is like a river. A river has extreme characteristics; it is
broad, deep and rapid, or slow and shallow. Our life, likewise, is filled
with joy, happiness, sorrow, grief and difficulties. There are a lot of
emotions in our life which make it difficult and seemingly impossible
to follow discipline. Sometimes, we are just too lazy to walk the line.
Discipline plays a pivotal role in our school life, and is like a boat
that helps us sail across the river towards our goals and ambitions.
The driving force is our education. It makes our journey determined,
passionate and hopeful.
 
Discipline is about being able to force yourself to do something, in
spite of how you feel, over and over, until it becomes a habit. Also,
being disciplined is in itself a good deed. It releases positivity,
motivates and keeps one going. Finally and most importantly,
discipline keeps us growing. The more disciplined and educated we
become, the easier it gets for us to shine. Hence, it is rightly said
‘Discipline is rarely enjoyable, but always profitable.’

2019-2020
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Art is the concrete representation of our most subtle feelings. Art from the heart not

only makes the artist insightful and perceptive, it also makes the onlookers interpret

the work of art and relate to it in their own way. It is through art that we can

communicate to the world our innermost feelings, for it is the depiction of one’s soul.

 

Art influences society by establishing values. It arouses emotions in those who

encounter it, inspiring them to rally for a change. It has the power to make or break an

individual. The essence of any art can be enjoyed completely only when both the artist

and the observers can relate to it wholeheartedly. The most befitting example here is 

music.

Music is considered to be one of the most powerful forms of art. It is capable of

taking away your feelings, expressing them and infusing new feelings all at the same

time . For many of us, music is just another form of entertainment and often, we listen

to the same set of songs whenever we open our playlists. But, why? Why don’t we

ever get bored of them?

 

We do this because these songs hold a special place in our hearts; we might have

related to them emotionally. Interestingly, these sets of songs that often hit the

‘repeat’ mode could illustrate your personality. So unknowingly, we are identifying

ourselves in the process. Researchers have   revealed that people who prefer dance

music are usually outgoing and assertive, whereas classical music lovers are more

introverted.

 

Our heart beat changes and mimics the music we listen to. Studies have shown that

blood flows more easily when music is played; it lowers blood pressure, and decreases

cortisol levels (Stress levels). Further, musical activities like singing, composing,

lyric writing, etc., develop a person as a whole. Music is one of the few activities

which activate and stimulate 100% of the brain into action. The multi-sensory

stimulation causes the brain to grow connections across its different sections. More

connections mean faster thinking. Further, it helps to improve our creativity and our

social skills. In addition to listening skills, our power to focus is also enhanced.

 

“Music is the shorthand of emotion”. It expresses feelings and thoughts,  without the

need for language. Music is not just an amazing art form; it is something beyond that.

It is something with the power to have an immediate and tangible effect on us.

2019-2020

MUSIC TO MUTE MAYHEM -Sriranjani R., 11 A
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Climate change, a so-called natural phenomenon, is sadly one of the by-

products of the recklessness of humans. Let us all close our eyes for a

minute, open our minds and think of our planet… Is it still green? Is it

still fit to be called a green planet?The unpalatable truth is ‘NO’. 

 

We have polluted the atmosphere, felled trees and have inflicted lasting

damage to our Mother Earth. The activities of humans decide the status

of this environment. Nature has gifted man with the means to fulfill his

basic needs, a peaceful place to reside. But, what has man given her in

return? We have altered her cycle, her way of mending things and sown

the seeds of environmental degradation and habitual destruction. It is the

activities of humans that lead to greenhouse effect and global warming

which ultimately contribute to climatic changes. We humans occupy the

driver seat in controlling the climate under the pretence of

‘development’. The beautiful scenery of a clear sky, a meadow, a serene

natural landscape can only be spotted in classic wall hangings unless we

resolve to make things better for the future generations.

 

“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need, but not every man’s

greed” is a famous quote of Mahatma Gandhi. We should be aware that

the exploitation of resources, besides devastating the earth, will also hit

the human race and every other organism residing on the planet hard.

Climate change is the defining issue of our time and we are at a defining

moment. Warming oceans, shrinking ice sheets, oceanic acidification and

glacial retreats are all evidences for the climate slowly spiralling out of

control. It is time we addressed the elephant in the room and made a

move, because we are the first generation to feel the sting of climate

change, and we are the last generation that can do something about it.
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“Ideal Beauty” is a socially constructed notion

that seeks to emphasise that physical beauty is

one of utmost importance. It is considered

something every individual should strive to

achieve and maintain. What does physical

beauty or glamour mean? It is a combination

of qualities like shape, colour or form that

aesthetically pleases the senses, especially the

sight. On the contrary, true beauty is not just

about appearance, it has a deeper and more

significant meaning.

 

 
Pressure to conform to a certain definition of “beautiful” can have psychological

effects. When physical beauty is idealized in the society, it leads to objectification

or sexualisation of individuals or groups. As  youngsters, we have the ability to

break this stereotype. We should rather start looking for a beautiful soul, than

idealizing a beautiful face.

 

According to me, there are several ways to consider someone beautiful: the most

important character is kindness; being kind can make a difference to someone’s

entire day. Kindness is not an act, it is an attitude: a way in which one expresses

oneself.

It is said that, being kind to unkind people, is the kindest act, as they need it the

most. Being kind in a cruel situation is not a weakness – it implies strength. 

2019-2020

A Thing of Beauty
-Venkkalakshmi V, 11 A
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It takes a lot of courage to face the world with kindness and humanity. So, the

kinder you are, the more beautiful you become.

 

Second is being oneself. Do not change yourself for people to like you, being

oneself will naturally let the right people stay in your life. When people are

content to be themselves, they do not compare and automatically earn others’

respect.”You were born to be original, don’t die to be a copy.”

 

Beauty begins, the moment you decide to be yourself. Be unapologetically

authentic. All perception of character can change the instant you decide to be

yourself and develop yourself. If this stereotype is broken, the world will come to

love souls rather than faces

 

.Being a good person to people, who do not appreciate goodness, should never be

regretted – it is their loss. The important thing is not to let adverse situations get

the better of you. It results in a lifetime of regret. Nobody is worth losing yourself

for.

 

Life is too short, to be spent in bitter thoughts. Love and positivity are the keys to

a healthy lifestyle. To love and accept people around you, is the best act of

beauty.  Ideal beauty does not depend on physical traits; it depends on the purity

of one’s heart.

2019-2020
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My fingertips reached out to the stars,

But created ripples that went in concentric circles

Up and down, up and down, up and down, never ending.

 

I stepped away, waiting and waiting;

Peace returned and beckoned me once again,

My fingertips reached out to the stars.

 

This time, neglecting my earlier mistake,

Not knowing that beauty lies at a distance

I stepped onto the stars, swarmed by darkness.

 

It's warm, but there is light outside,

It's cosy, but there is light outside...

Yet, what if all the light I need is here?

 

In the depths of the pond, filled with awe

I take in my surroundings, I start to...

There is much more... what will happen?

2019-2020

I mistook the stars reflected in the
pond at night for those in the sky

-Avaanthikha Narayan, 11 B
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Mother...

For us, she may be the love at first sight,

But for her, we are the love at first sense.

Bearing her dearest in her womb,

 She waits with immense patience,

To feel the first feeble kick,

And experience the tower of strength.

 

To infants, the best caretaker:

To  all their playfulness, a partaker.

Morphing into a toddler,

She appears as an angel protector,

To teenagers, she turns a best friend.

And to adults, she turns an infant.

- R. Charanya, 11 B
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Your passion gives you your
 life’s purpose

 

Passion is something most people have difficulty in finding these days.

Most people show interest and get involved in a variety of activities to find

out what they’re good at. Due to this, they forget what they truly are

interested in or passionate about. To begin with, what is Passion? 

 

The dictionary definition of ‘Passion’ is something that motivates you

strongly with strong feelings, i.e., a strong or intense emotion. In other

words, passion is something which we enjoy doing and in which we get

complete satisfaction right from the beginning to the end. We should always

‘Live the life we love’and not ‘Love the life we live’. When we live the life

we love, we pursue our dreams and passion. However, when we love the life

we live, we merely accept what comes our way and not follow what interests

us. A wavering mind, peer pressure, and other factors may be the reasons as

to why you haven’t found your true passion yet. 

 

However, the main reason is the abundance of choices.  How do you feel

when you go to a restaurant, open up a menu that looks like 2 dictionaries

put together, and there are literally hundreds of options? Having options is

good, but too many is overwhelming. 

- Keerthana Kumar, XI-B
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This is the same problem that applies with passion. We live in a society

that has too many options to offer nowadays. As a result, we have more

choices than ever before, posing us the difficulty of finding our true

passion. 

 

Passion is created, not found. Once the passion within us is created, we

will automatically find our true interest. We need to think of the long-term

benefits and focus on one direction at a time. If it annoys you to focus on

one particular thing at a time, that annoyance is just a short-term thinking.

Think of how focusing on that particular activity can help you in your

future. If you have multiple interests that you want to pursue, know that

just because you picked one now, doesn’t mean you can’t pick another one

later. 

 

Pursuing a passion isn’t easy. It takes hard work, perseverance, and

determination. Once you’ve found your passion, it’s your hard work that

will take you further in life. In order to be truly great at something, you

must practice deliberately,  challenging your own abilities and skills. Just

as John C. Maxwell once said, “A great Leader’s courage to fulfill his

vision comes from his own passion, not position’, it’s all our own passion

that will take us places in life.

2019-2020
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Many things are easier said than done and one of them is forgiving someone.

Forgiveness is termed as the the intentional and voluntary process by which

a victim undergoes a change in feelings and attitude towards an offense, and

overcomes negative emotions such as resentment and vengeance. Sadly, this

21st century world is filled with self-centered Homo sapiens who do not

value empathy. 

 

We realise that feelings are paramount in carrying ourselves everyday and is

inevitable for our existence. Just like any tool, it can cause harm, provide

comfort, or incite anger depending on the way of our intent and expression.

Everyone is distinct and feelings vary even between identical twins!

 

Adam Osborne once said, “The most valuable thing you can make is a

mistake, you can’t learn anything from being perfect." From something petty

such as playing a harmless prank to something inimical such as cheating

someone you love and breaking their faith, mistakes take various forms of

severity, but in all ways remain invidious in nature. Some of them are

committed consciously, while others unconsciously. The aftermath behind a

mistake is irrevocable and will not be the same as how it was before its

occurrence.

 

Shylock, the victimized antagonist in Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice

declares, “If you wrong us, shall we not revenge?”. Revenge is a person’s

response in return to grievance and is deemed malicious, carried out to cause

harm. It provides a person momentary catharsis but in the long run can

worsen the wound and make them feel distraught.

2019-2020

THE ART OF FORGIVENESS
- Avinash  Sankaranarayanan, XI - C
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It is a fallacy to believe that revenge can conciliate an individual

completely, but it rather provides the person with instant gratification

associated with the same harm inflicted on the other party. It is an

unavoidable instinct which drives us to act in an undesirable manner.

 

There is an aphorism that says “To err is human, to forgive is divine”

which brings light to the fact that the recipient of a wrongdoing is indeed

the greater soul if he forgives the other party. Forgiveness is an act of

beauty as it creates mutual closure and is an acknowledgement of the fault

being recognised and that it is not repeated henceforth. However, one

should not end up in magnanimity even when they are not to be blamed. 

 

Forgiveness coupled with dignity and limited ego paves way for

understanding people better as “Relationships are more important than life

but it is important for those relationships to have life in them”. And today,

what the world needs more is forgiveness, for lives to heal and reconcile.

2019-2020
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IN IRONS
The creak of the gate met his ears,
And a familiar figure stood,
Obstructing the course of the light.
“Two days, they say they give you,” said Jade.
And the inmate smiled to himself.
“Something to hold on to, at last,” he thought,
“Two days.”
“Scared, Adel, are you?” Jade forced.
“You know me,” beamed Adel.
“You were special, Adel,” managed Jade,
As he avoided his gaze.
The gatekeeper then rushed out,
Dabbing his eyes.
Tears had already welled in his .

- S V AKSHAYA, XI-C
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Cold by heart, a heart of  huge  ground,

Deeds shrouded by friendly mist around,

A mind that works hard—even all night,

All for notes, a like enemy of light.

 

A hand of great value,

Unseeing eyes blinded by the mist,

Only missing others’ tears,

All for the  bottomless pit.

 

Travels his way all he likes, 

Only to meet a dead end,

And his last wish?--to take all along,

As his coldness evaporates,

With cold feet, in cold comfort,

Left out in the cold, in his no longer cold blood.

2019-2020

-Abirami G. T., 11 A

COLD
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  Generation Z, popularly referred to as the ‘Gen-Z', are people born between 1997

and 2012. This time period varies from source to source as a precise end point has

not been set. Generation Z is a demographic cohort succeeding Millennial, also

known as Gen-Y (1981-1996), and preceding Generation Alpha. Members of Gen-Z

use the digital technology at a young age and are comfortable with the Internet and

social media. Most members of Gen-Z are the children of Gen-X (1965-1980).

 

Does Gen-Z have it the hardest? Their parents tend to be helicopter parents,

hovering over them incessantly, giving them a childhood that's more like that of the

Silent Generation: overprotected and very shielded. Much of their childhood is

spent under conditions to ensure their safety and ease in life. And all this leads to

Gen-Z growing up dependent but desiring to be independent.

 

 The cut-throat competition starts at a young age. Activities that used to be fun,

like sports and theatre, have become showdowns to prove oneself best. Academic

excellence is not the only criteria for a successful life, but anything below 90%

grades frames a child as 'incompetent'. The expectations to fulfill, social status to

maintain and the pressure to be stable under distress all contribute to the lack of

ability to express one's emotions and the feeling of isolation and loneliness. Parents

fail to understand their children’s point of view which in turn results in improper

family structures and everyone seems too busy just trying to survive. Maybe this is

why Gen-Z has the most depressed kids. Some kids thrive in a competitive

atmosphere, but for most, it breaks their spirit and robs them off their passion,

leaving children with lifelong trauma and PTSD. Self-worth lies in the extremes.

The good news is that Gen-Z is more open to unconventional ideas and interests,

though the future doesn't look very bright either with the ever-increasing problems

of global warming and climate change.

 

Life isn't a piece is cake for any generation, each having their own set of

challenges and share of suffering. Gen-Z doesn't have it the hardest; it has it

differently from the other generations. But as of now, Gen-Z suffers the most as the

other generations have passed this age of distress. Hardship have existed, still

exists and will continue to exist. And they will pass.

 

Generation Z
-Jewel Mariam Philip 12 A
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The movie Frozen has been an unrivalled masterpiece in the fairy-tale universe.

When the movie hit the theatres, the exorbitant box office collection was a

testament to the fact that it was a force to reckon with. Even today people all over

the world idolize Elsa and Anna for their courage as both the characters, with their

collective effort fought a long war of betrayals from within and outside. When the

movie on the outside was just fiction filled with magic, it subtly dealt with various

social facets of the present world.

 

  This story wasn’t just another run-of-the-mill prince-charming-saving-damsel-in-

distress kind. The movie conveys a deeper message of women empowerment. In the

process of busting common myths, the movie unveils two girls who held the fort

and led their kingdom and people towards a better tomorrow. This movie also

portrays the power of family and how each one believed and looked out for one

another. Even though Elsa was isolated from Anna, their love for each other did not

weaken. This teaches us an important life lesson that even though people shut us

out at times, it doesn’t mean they hate us.

 

Yet another take away from this movie is to be unapologetically you. Even though

Elsa felt like a new voice in a crowded space with her magic powers, she never felt

guilty for the person she was, rather, she began to embrace her flaws which later

turned out to be her biggest assets. The most adorable character in the movie-Olaf

can teach us to dream big. Even though Olaf knew that he would cease to survive in

summer, he still dreamt about basking in the sun and playing in the meadows. Just

like Olaf, it is always healthy to dream big which will eventually help us in finding

the chord in our life.

 

 

2019-2020

Life Lessons from the movie 'Frozen'
-Harshini J., 12 C
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Throughout the movie Elsa displayed a huge amount of self-control. She was

expected to conceal her powers and was taught not to overstep the bounds.

Similarly, each one of us possess certain qualities that might be harmful to others,

be it our temper or anything for that matter. Hence, we must hold the reins when it

comes to expressing our emotions.

 

Not just the movie per se, but also the soundtrack of this film can teach us a great

deal of letting go of things. The song, “Let it go”, is definitely a sound that stands

out. It teaches us that it is okay to let go of things that are not in our control.

 

 Just like any other fairy-tale movie, even this one showcases love and romance in

its purest form. It teaches us that the first love might not always be the charm and

that we find love in ways that we least expect to. When Olaf says that "some people

are worth melting for", it makes us realize that there are people out there who truly

deserve our love. Last but not the least, the entire movie teaches us that to fight

through crisis we must understand that we are the world and our battles are one.
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दशमी - क�याया: छा�ाणाम् काय�कलाप :
सूय�नम�कार : - Worship of Sun
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स�तमी - क�याया: छा�ाणाम् काय�कलाप :
रामायण�य पा�ा�ण
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अ�मी - क�ाया: छा�ाणाम् काय�कलाप :
सं�कृत े�दनद�श�का – SANSKRIT CALENDAR
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सं�कृत े�येयवा�या�न
 (Logo & Moto of the Institutions)
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CREATIVE STROKES
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AMOOLYA K.A. 7 A

CREATIVE STROKES
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KARTHIKA 6AKARTHIKA 6A

RITHVIK 7C

CREATIVE STROKES
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KARTHIKA 6A RITHVIK 7C

CREATIVE STROKES
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KARTHIKA 6A

AADHAVAN A.V. 6A

B. AKSHAYA 11A

MADHUMATI UKG-A

CREATIVE STROKES
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RUCHITHA M. 5C

R. KALAIPRIYA 11 A

CREATIVE STROKES
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V. YAASHITHA 7A

CREATIVE STROKES
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Y. SANJAY 6C

VIBHA K. A. 6A

 

SAMHITHA K, UKG B

CREATIVE STROKES
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VIBHA K. A. 6A

 

CREATIVE STROKES
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No matter what job you have in life, your success will be

determined--5%   by your academic credentials, 15% by your

professional experiences and 80% by your

COMMUNICATION.

 

I was in second grade when I entered Vidya Mandir Estancia.

Communicating and conveying my thoughts were grueling and

onerous. Mediocrity overpowered and crushed my desire to

interact with my own classmates. The Librarian couldn’t give

me the books that some of my peers picked, because she knew

my caliber back then.

2019-2020

REFLECTIONS

My Journey in Vidya Mandir Estancia

Feeling dejected, hopeless, miserable, my confidence was shattered beyond limits when my

science teachers wondered why I could not understand some questions and barely passed in

tests. Years rolled by.

 

In my eighth grade, Jayarani ma’am entered my life. Just like a candle gives life and vitality to

the surroundings, she made the darkness in my life vanish forever. I listened intently to all the

words, phrases and idioms that she used. The Shakespeare in me sprung up to life!

 

The ‘Ramayana’ prize, marked my first accomplishment in school life. There has been no

turning back since then.  She’s the reason for my transformation from ‘I book’ to ‘my book’.

 

From not being able to speak in English with my peers, I worked with them as a co-editor in

my eleventh grade to edit the school e-magazine. Being in the top three range, among seventy

students in the  elocution competition for two consecutive years is an achievement that I shall

always be proud of.

 

My self-esteem and self-confidence escalated  exponentially and knew no bounds. Once I had

a good hold on my language, I understood my concepts better which led me to ace in National

Science Olympiad and win gold medals twice with zonal rankings.
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VME has moulded me into who I am today. I entered in 2009 as a hopeless, little girl and

now am leaving in 2020 as a glorious success. The school taught me that you don’t have to be

great to start, you just have to start to be great.

 

Start working, no matter what. The water doesn’t flow until the faucet is turned on.

 

Thank you.

2019-2020

- Nethra. T. R.   12 A
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Nine years ago, I stepped into the gates of

Vidya Mandir Estancia (VME) as a very

timid and an introverted child. I never had

a clue then, that I was going to have the

best days of my life as a student. It has

indeed been a fantastic journey throughout.

VME provided us with an  extremely

positive atmosphere for learning: a very

committed team of teachers, who worked

hard to share their knowledge and wanted

only the very best for their students. After

all, the second parent to a child is his/her

teacher/A serene setting away from the

hustle bustle of the city, an eclectic mix of

students, excellent 

2019-2020

Reminiscing Moments – Now and Forever
-ROSHAN CHANDAR M,12 A

 

infrastructure and a Principal who shone and inspired us through her leadership: a

perfect recipe that made a great school. This ensured that the students could excel

in education, extra-curricular activities, sports and grow in all areas.

 

In no time, I found myself growing into a confident person. I could now address

an audience, play sports, had made a lot of friends and did very well in my

academics. There are many moments that follow. These moments are those that

will always be cherished. The ones which will remain ever-etched in my memory

would be winning the title of the School Senior Athletics Champion and scoring

the first Centum for our school in the AISSE.

 

VME also helped us participate in Inter-School events; we were fortunate to

represent our school in several Model United Nations (MUN) Conferences, Inter-

School Culturals, CBSE Cluster level Sports Meets and Football tournaments,

where we won several awards and added to the pride of our school. Specially the

MUN Conferences, both at the international as well as at the city levels, not only

helped us   understand world politics but also honed our communication and

leadership skills.

 

REFLECTIONS
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I also had the honour of attending the Singapore International Science Camp at the

National University of Singapore. The camp was a compilation of lectures on the

most recent advances in science. We also had the opportunity to witness

groundbreaking inventions and innovative   technologies. An article that I wrote

was awarded the Gold Medal for the best Science Essay, and team VME also won

several medals. The day that we spent at the Universal Studios was a fun-filled

one.

 

My batch was a very special one, we had a galaxy of talented students, who

excelled in Academics, Sports and Extracurricular activities. There was always

intense competition amongst us to excel.However, amidst all the healthy rivalries,

we all had a deep sense of mutual respect, bonding, and camaraderie. I owe a large

part of my growth to my batch-mates. I can definitely claim to have made

friendships that are sure to last a lifetime.

 

The crowning moments of my School life came while in Class 12. I had the pride of

wearing the School Badge, having been elected as the Sports Captain and

subsequently as the Charter President of the Interact Club at VME. Being part of

the School Student Council taught me several priceless   lessons on discipline,

humility and leadership.

 

Looking back, I am humbled, eternally indebted, and forever grateful to all the

teachers who have constantly taught, encouraged, and motivated us to be better

people. As the bell dongs for the last time in our ears, we will forever miss walking

the hallowed corridors and singing the daily prayer song. But we step out into the

world looking forward to making our school proud and to fulfil its mission by

living up to our potential, becoming worthy citizens and proud VME’ites.

2019-2020

REFLECTIONS
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Five years of my journey in Vidya Mandir Estancia started when I was 

in 8th grade. Never once did I  think that these five years would be 

one of the best phases of my life. In this course of journey I was able 

to discover myself with the support of my friends, classmates and most 

importantly my teachers.

 

The first time I was on stage, I remember clearly as I walked to stand in front of

the microphone, to deliver just a short simple thought for the day. I did not have

stage fear but the moment I looked up from my small piece of paper, a chill ran

down through my spine. Sweating heavily I forgot the very purpose I was standing

there for. I stuttered even to introduce myself. After this encounter in a new

environment I decided not to even volunteer for any activities or any stage events.

Little did I know that in 4 years I would be delivering my Election Campaign

speech in front of the whole school and teachers without stuttering and without the

fear of addressing a large gathering. This couldn’t have happened without my

teachers to encourage, my peers to motivate and my seniors who were inspirational.

 

I believe that school life is the only place where, even if we fall down there would

be hands to lift us up in today’s competitive world. One of the important lessons

taught here (keeping academics) is to face our failures. For me the school has

taught me that FAILURE is not the end, it’s rather a new beginning or a way that

we pave for new opportunities. Being the captain of Kanjenjunga house, I learned

the true value of teamwork. I experienced the adrenaline rush while cheering and

playing for the team, nail biting moments and also learned the key to leadership is

patience.

 

The inter-class competition conducted in the school gave me an opportunity to

figure out the talent in me, while the Inter-School Culturals gave the exposure to

compete against other schools in a healthy atmosphere, with the goal of bringing

laurels to our school. The joy of winning a trophy for the school is beyond words to

describe.

I cherish every second of my school life. In every, ups and downs, of this journey I

discovered many new facets of myself (some of which even surprise me). The

journey has poised in me values like perserverance, determination and the courage

to stand up for others which is beyond the realms of books for which I would

always be grateful to my Alma Mater.

2019-2020

MY SCHOOL LIFE -Sujitha K.,  12 A
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I joined VME in 2016. I still remember the first 

time I met Maheshwari ma’am. She said, “This is not 

going to be easy. You have to work very hard.” 

Obviously I was petrified. Yes, it wasn’t easy but that 

was just for a period of 2-3 months. However, no 

matter how drastically I changed my performance 

academically in the coming months,  I was never 

really confident about myself. A few of my friends 

constantly pushed me to believe in myself.

 

Then, Sanskriti happened. From feeling scared to register for a single event, to

being a part of the organising committee of Sanskriti, I grew a lot. Back then, I

didn’t understand as to why every student had to take part in a minimum of two

events; Well, now I get it. Everyone has some talent, and some are confined to

themselves due to fear. What does a good school do? Eliminate the fear and bring

out the best in us….And that’s what is being done for the past eleven years.

Dear VME, Thank you!

 

I wish I could relive the moment when I handled a DSLR camera for the first time.

It was in Pondicherry, an excursion for class 9 using my friend Roshan’s camera.

Never had I felt more thrilled to be on the other side of the camera. Now that I

know how close my camera is to my heart, I realise that Sireesha ma’am did a huge

favour by lending hers for short films, competitions and what not! I got a chance to

click pictures of the Sports Heats - 2017. That day I learnt a lot more about

cameras, considering I had never formally learnt photography. Nevertheless, I took

good pictures, and to my surprise, it was received very well by the teachers, and

Maheshwari ma’am insisted that my mother get me a camera! From then on, I have

clicked way more pictures, learnt a lot more and I’m still learning.  Reminiscing,

my heart fills with gratitude to each and every person who brought out the

photographer in me.

Dear VME, Thank you.

 

 

2019-2020

Dear VME….
- Avinash S. Kashyap 12 B
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I was introduced to the concept of MUNs for the first time in 2017. I didn’t quite

understand how it worked but I was intrigued. By 2020 I had bagged 3 awards and

gained a lot of experience.

Small word of advice - Believe in your GURU.

 

I owe it all to Chandra ma’am, Kodhai ma’am and all other Social Science teachers

because every single insight was extremely crucial for me. I was always asked to

experiment with committees and countries and it paid off.

Dear VME, Thank you.

 

Teachers mould us. Every single one of them makes an impact in our lives, and

over the years, my respect for teachers has gone higher. Somehow, every Class

Teacher becomes that cool parent of ours when we need support, and they   support

us unconditionally. Right from Jayapradha ma’am in Class 9 to Baskar sir in Class

12, I was always lucky. I was always lucky to have learnt from the teachers, who

put teaching above everything. Now I have realised the pain every teacher takes to

explain a poem, to break down a दोहा, to help visualise science, to simply complex

numbers for us and to help us code.

Dear VME, Thank you.

 

In 4 years, I perceived one thing. We are all a team, the captain being Maheshwari

Ma’am and the vice-captain being Sankari ma’am. When someone needs help,

there’s definitely someone or the other, who lends their support! One cannot count

the number of times the teachers have pitched in to help us in events. One cannot

count the number of times the non-teaching staff have worked tirelessly for every

event. One cannot imagine the hard work our physical education teachers put in to

pull out a good Sports Day every year!

VME isn’t a school that has “Mandir” just in its name, it is a school that is actually

a“Temple of Education” in itself.

 

Thank you Dear VME.

2019-2020
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The school gave me and the other students many opportunities including inter-school and

inter-class culturals, MUNs, sports activities and science camps which enabled us to discover

and explore our hidden talents. Not all students get the opportunity to explore themselves and

the world around them. The life-skills which were taught along with the lessons, would be

extremely helpful in the future. The ASSET and Olympiad exams made us aware of the

competitive world outside. The school excursion trips were the best, as those were the times

where the students could enjoy to their fullest and spend time with their friends. As any other

student, I always waited desperately for the excursion trips.

 

My journey in VME has been a memorable one and I would always cherish it throughout my

life. I have a lot of friends to confide in. Mary Kay Ash rightly stated, “Don't limit yourself.”

Many people limit themselves to what they think they can do. 'You can go as far as your

mind lets you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve.' This is exactly what the

students of VME are taught. I have learnt that a student’s life is not just about studies and

academics, but it is also an important stage for character development. The school has also

taught me to strive for progress and not for perfection. I am extremely grateful for all the

years I’ve spent in school. I would like to thank all my teachers for giving me a wonderful

student life. It is very hard for me to believe that my school life has come to an end.

Student life is the period of pure joy and happiness,

because the mind of a student is free from cares and

worries of a grown-up’s life. It is a mixture of emotions

and feelings. A student may have both good as well as bad

memories, but the good memories are the ones he or she

keeps on recollecting as they give happiness. I was initially

very timid and an introvert. I couldn’t easily mingle with

others. But my life has changed a lot in the past 10 years,

ever since I joined Vidya Mandir Estancia. The school

atmosphere and most importantly, my teachers, made me

open up, explore and think out of the box.

 

 

2019-2020

Student Life - A Melange of Emotions
-Keerthi.B  12 B
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They say life begins when you step into a school. When you

meet other people your age. When you dip into the vast

ocean of knowledge with a firm grip on your lifeline: your

teachers. Guided by the stalwart guardians of this pool, we

began a journey of self-discovery and developed into capable human beings.

The years is a long time, but to some, it is not long enough. Having spent ten

years walking through the hallowed halls of this Temple of Learning, I find

myself wishing I didn’t have to leave. Within these classrooms, I learnt much

more than just facts and dates; I learnt the art of working with people who have

different ideas, and the value of responsibility. I doubt I would have become the

person I am now if I had not had access to the people and activities that breathe

life into the soul of VME.

 

I discovered talents I didn’t know I had, because of all the opportunities I was

given. I made new friends and found people with whom I want to spend the rest

of my life. And I met the people, the teachers, who have had the most impact on

me. They gave me the encouragement to reach the most exalted heights and

gave me the courage and confidence to pursue my dreams.

 

I will forever be grateful to the school and its inhabitants for all they have done.

They took in a little larva, fed her on the knowledge and values she needed,

provided her with a cocoon of safety and comfort while she grew, and now,

released her into the world as a confident butterfly.

 

For this support and love, what can I say, but “Thank you, VME"?

2019-2020

THANK YOU, VME

- R .  S R E E P R I Y A ,  1 2  B
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As we venture out into the world at large (not so much now

with the lockdown!), an important chapter in our life  comes to

an end. Looking back, I feel blessed and enthralled by this

marvelous journey that we call school life. Not long ago, we

were young children standing in class 3 (read-

standing:outside,punishment!), naive, unaware, lost and full of

mischief. But looking around at my peers and myself, I see how

much all of us have changed and transformed; evolving into

confident, responsible and worthy citizens of the future. I still

remember the scoldings we received--those timely late

submissions, those daunting report cards and the Diwalis we

unwillingly celebrated after every P.T.M.!

 

For me, Vidya Mandir Estancia is an adventure that lights a

thousand smiles. This is one chapter in my life with as many

stories to fill a thousand books, just as it would be for others. It

is the shared experiences, memories and moments with friends,

seniors, juniors and teachers that brings me a sense of joy.

2019-2020

A Home away from Home
-Tejas Manoj Thariyan  12 B

They say a great teacher is like a candle--it consumes itself to light the path for others. And

reflecting upon our school days, I think we have nothing but to appreciate and have eternal gratitude

for our dearest teachers, for their countless hours of dedication, efforts and sacrifice. They are the

ones who have been with us throughout our journey, guiding us, moulding and shaping us into who

we are today. Their efforts will not be wasted and as we go out into the world, I am sure all of us

will come back some time or the other to bring similes of joy and satisfaction on their faces.

 

I was not someone who liked to be in the spotlight, shy and not very sure of myself. But last year, I

was elected as the School Pupil Leader and the journey since then has been transformative. As a

SPL, you always have certain responsibilities and expectations from both yourself and others to

fulfill. The post keeps pushing you so much to do things outside your comfort zone, that you would

generally refrain from doing;  so being uncomfortable is the new normal for me now! The past year

as SPL has been something that I will never forget. My perception has changed; so has my

perspective. It has presented a lot of opportunities to improve on one’s co-scholastic skills and given

experiences that one can learn from. From helping organize Vidhyuva and other events with the

Student Council and the other duties, one is always presented with a new problem , a new challenge 
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and room to make mistakes, throughout learning valuable insights in the art of communicating

effectively, collaborating seamlessly and solving problems.

 

People talk about how a leader should be, the qualities they must possess. Honestly, I never

understood any of that because I couldn't relate to it before. As a SPL, one cannot help but learn

these qualities over time, for which I am forever grateful. The sleepless nights of balancing between

studies, social life and the responsibilities might have been difficult then, but the lessons learnt are

priceless now.

 

As a Student Council, we also learnt quite a lot from our Founder Principal, Ms. Maheshwari

Natarajan whose advice and guidance has helped each one of us. Not to forget the dedication Ma’am

and our wonderful members of staff have put in, allowing us to call this Temple of Learning our

home.

 

In school, I learnt one doesn’t wait for opportunities to come but rather creates opportunities or grabs

them. In school, we are always surrounded by opportunities, and I was fortunate enough to have

been in a class that thought along those lines. The batch of 2020 is quite unique as we always

collectively explored new arenas like MUNs, Peer Teaching and culturals amongst other things. We

always stood by each other, helping and learning from one another.

 

What makes this journey memorable is that you are never alone. You have friends and classmates

who walk a similar path and not to forget the teachers and the non-teaching staff, who lift you when

you fall, appreciate when you win and console when you fail.

 

It is those nostalgic memories with our friends, those trivial fights, the back bench dramas, skipping

classes (read: preparation for xyz!!), the ups and downs that remind me of how much I will be

missing school and this beautiful voyage of learning. In the end, Vidya Mandir Estancia has always

been a home away from home, a place where we feel loved and yet are sure to receive a sound

hearing for all those mischievous things we as students do!!

2019-2020
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Volleyball has been an integral part of my

sporting career right from my childhood. I

always wanted to be a good sportsman and

maintain a disciplined routine. Hence, I chose to

join volleyball class in 5th grade to hone my

skills. I was nurtured by the school Physical

Instructor, Mr.Prabhu and became really

passionate about the sport. Initially, I was a

budding young player and used to play with my

class peers but not the senior pros. I attended

extracurricular classes in school (3 days/week)

and just practiced basic skills like underarm and

simple net practice. Being new to the team, I had 

little opportunity to show what I could do. But I practiced consistently and quickly mastered all the

skills. Soon, in my 6th grade, I got a chance to represent the school team in an Inter-school

Tournament. I grabbed that opportunity with high hopes and gave my best. My coach’s appreciation

was a big boost for me. He was my true guru, a great tactician, and a pillar of support. He had always

advised me to concentrate on strategizing my game rather than coming up with excuses.

 

As years rolled on, I trained hard and soon learnt the nuances of the game. The following year, I was

appointed as the Captain of the School Volleyball Team. Though I was surprised, it helped me realise

that over the years I had grown as an individual. The captainship further boosted my self confidence

and made me a rational thinker.   In the same year I won the Best Player Award in the tournament

conducted by DAV group of schools. I also began to assess the needs of the game along with the

emotions of our team and was thus able to carry out a balancing act in several games. As the team

Captain, I always wanted to ensure that every player got respect and deserved every opportunity to

show his own character and talent. I enjoyed captaining the school team from Class 7 to Class 12  as

we participated in and won various interschool and district tournaments. Recently, we clinched the top

spot in the 2019 Interschool Kanchipuram District Tournament.

2019-2020

THE PHENOM
- Vijay Chandhar M.A .  12 B
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Indeed, Volleyball became a part of my routine. It encouraged me to practice yoga and maintain a

balanced diet. On the whole, playing volleyball shaped my character and made me physically and

mentally stronger. My passion for volleyball is never-ending. Victory and failure are two sides of a

coin. When any of my teammates had a bad game or didn't perform well, I was there to console him

and make them feel comfortable. Even if our team lost any match, we would regroup as soon as

possible and give our best in the next game. Also, if I had any difficulty as the Team Captain, I

would turn to my experienced coach to learn more. He always had an amazing game plan and guided

me towards betterment.

 

I owe my tall physical stature to Volleyball and hope to be an inspiration to many of my school

juniors. In the past few years, I have guided my juniors at school – both in academics and sports. I

have grown to encourage and teach them the strategies and skills of the game, inspire them to take

new challenges, and also help them by clearing their doubts before their academic exams. Now, I

have immense pride in finding myself transformed from a timid boy to a matured young man with

high self-esteem.

2019-2020
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True to the words of Paulo Coelho--“It's the possibility of 

having a dream come true that makes life interesting”--my 

life in Vidya Mandir@Estancia was filled with possibilities 

that helped me turn my dreams into reality. This place has 

been and always will be a harbinger of a better tomorrow for

 me.

 

From attending MUNs to trekking the Himalayas, a student of

VME would have done it all. For a person like me, who loves to explore and

participate, extracurricular activities like sports and cultural events played a huge

role in my school life. Just like me, every single student is open to a plethora of

opportunities to hone their skills and no one’s talent goes unnoticed. Another very

interesting aspect of VME is the student community. In spite of being situated in

the outskirts of the city, the school houses a diverse crowd in terms of culture. This

diversity has created a community of people with different perspectives, which in

turn has taught me the importance of acceptance and inclusion.

 

The teachers of VME are every student’s guardian angel and they have moulded me

into a confident and an independent person that I am today. They are like the wax

of the candle, which by consuming itself gives light to us students. I realize that, in

every student’s life, there comes a time when we doubt ourselves, our decisions

and our capabilities. Every time society places unrealistic expectations on each of

us, we would wish if there was a single person out there who would stop and notice

the artist, the poet, the dancer or the comedian in every student, and in my case, I

am glad that I found that person in my teacher.

 

It is often said that it is important for parents to create memories for their kids. Ten

years from now, when I look back I would realize that my best memories were from

my school life, which justifies why VME is more like a family to me. However, I

wouldn’t say VME has made me a successful person; rather, it has taught me how

to try and become one, instilling values, culture, confidence and determination.

2019-2020

AN ODE TO MY SCHOOL
- Harshini J.  XII- C
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I am truly glad to have spent my last 2 years of schooling at 

Vidya Mandir@Estancia. The school has a very positive 

environment where students can not only enjoy studying and

 playing, but are also provided with opportunities to develop their 

character, academic and non-academic skills.

 

When I started my 11th grade at VME, I had a lot of

 apprehensions: new school, new subjects and new people. I was a 

little overwhelmed at the start, but gradually I started to look

forward to going to school, because every day presented many opportunities for me

to learn something that I actually wanted to learn! I loved discussing the

contemporary events related to my subjects, and all my teachers also encouraged

everyone to think about the real-world application of every subject.

 

I was also delighted to have been given the opportunity to take part in MUNs. It

was a challenging, yet an equally rewarding experience. In fact, MUN is probably

the only place where I have been able to focus completely for more than 2 hours!

 

Though  I enjoyed my subjects, my most memorable moments in the past two years

would be the time I spent together with my friends and my teachers. All the jokes

and laughs that we had in class, the time we spent gearing up for cultural festivals

and project days, the field trip to a wonderful village, and of course, playing with

my friends during every lunch break (I absolutely loved the idea of students having

their lunch outside their classrooms!).

 

I now face the next phase of my life fully equipped with the knowledge that I have

acquired over the 12 years I spent at school, and also with the cherished memories

of my time at VME in my heart. I thank the entire school for giving me these

wonderful two years, and I wish all the best for the school and its students’ future

endeavors.

2019-2020

Two Precious Years at Vidya Mandir
Estancia

- I. Jed Joshua  12 C
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It was a cold, frosty night;

She curled up in her bed tight.

Letting her mind reckon

The plethoric dreams that beckon.

As the clock went tick-tock,

With minutes to go, she looked at the clock;

Envisaging the fleeting moments of life,

For it was all nothing less than a paradise.

Filling her glass, brushing away old heartaches,

Raising it to a year anew, a clean slate,

As the clock struck twelve, seeing the fireworks,

She realized that even being a wall flower had its own

perks.

Happy New Year!!
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"To send  out into the world, children who are confident and
capable of realising their potential as they grow, learn and

evolve into worthy citizens."

"This is a small tribute to our loving principal."
- Class 12 batch of 2019-2020.
Video courtesy: Avinash S. Kashyap

The link:
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https://www.facebook.com/vmestancia/
videos/2766645816901885/?v=2766645816901885
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